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Gilberto Espinosa Prize 1995
Nancy N. Hanks, owner of Historical Research and Mapping in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, has been selected by the Board of Editors as the recipient ofthe
1995 Gilberto Espinosa Prize for the best article appearing in volume 70 ofthe
New Mexico Historical Review. Hanks' article, "French Secular Clergy in
New Mexico Territory: Images of the Mission," appeared in the April 1995
issue.
Hanks, who received her Ph.D. in historical geography from the University
of Oklahoma in 1993, also has a master's degree from Cornell University, and a
bachelor's degree from the University of Texas at Austin. Prior to moving to
Santa Fe in 1994, she was assistant professor in the Illinois Institute for Rural
Affairs at Western Illinois University and this past spring she taught geography at the University ofNew Mexico. In 1995, Hanks prepared An Annotated
Bibliography ofNew Mexico Acequias for the New Mexico Acequia Commission. Currently, she is preparing an analytical overview ofthe effectiveness of
the City ofSanta Fe's Archaeological Review Districts Ordinance, which will
be used to prepare an historic synthesis of the Santa Fe Area.
Gilberto Espinosa, researcher, writer, well-known New Mexico lawyer and
strong supporter of New Mexico state history, served as a consultant to the
New Mexico Historical Review for many years. Following his death in 1983,
Mr. Espinosa's family and friends established the award in his honor. This is
the eleventh year for the award, which includes a $100 prize. Previous winners
include John O. Baxter, Michael C. Meyer, Robert M. Utley, Jake Spidle, Robert
A. Trennert, John P. Wilson, Martin Ridge, Richard E. Ahlborn, G. Emlen Hall,
and Elvis E. Fleming.
Subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review, a scholarly journal
affiliated with the University ofNew Mexico, are $26 a year, $50 for sponsors,
and $100 for patrons. For information on the journal, or to subscribe, write
New Mexico Historical Review, 1013 Mesa Vista Hall, University ofNew Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-1186, or call (505) 277-5839.

Sickliest Post in the Territory of New
Mexico: Fort Thorn and Malaria, 18531860
PAUL KRAEMER

In 1853, Fort Thorn was established on the west bank of the Rio Grande
at Santa Barbara, a new settlement near the present-day community of
Hatch, New Mexico.' This was the year of the Gadsden purchase and the
general military policy in New Mexico was one of consolidation. The
primary objectives were to protect the principle centers of population
and to station troops in positions along Apache raiding routes. 2
Selection of the Santa Barbara site for Fort Thorn was dictated by
the need to guard a sparsely settled segment of the Santa Fe-EI Paso
road, as well as the San Diego Crossing, for the wagon road to California
laid out in 1846 by Cooke. 3 As a consequence of repeated epidemics of
malaria (or "ague" as it was then commonly known), the fort was proclaimed to be the "sickliest post in the Territory" and abandoned after
only six years of service. 4
Although not known at the time, malaria is known to be caused by
various species of the protozoa Plasmodium. Of the two most common
types, Plasmodium vivax produces chills and fever with a characteristic
periodicity of the symptoms due to the life cycle of the parasites in the
blood. New cases can often be recognized by the violent intermittent
attacks every forty-eight hours. The· disease is extremely debilitating
but usually subsides in ten to thirty days without many deaths. Vivax
malaria, the type involved in the events at Fort Thorn, should be distinguished from malaria caused by Plasmodiumfalciparum, which even to
the present day causes numerous deaths in several parts of the world. 5

P.aul Kraemer is a staff scientist in the Life Sciences Division of Los Alamos
National Laboratory and adjunct professor of cell biology at the University of New
Mexico's School of Medicine. He holds doctoral degrees in epidemiology (Dr.P.H.)
and microbiology (Ph.D.).
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According to the surviving reports of the. aJ;my surgeon general's
office, the decision to abandon Fort Thornwasmadt':.withthebeliefthat
the site was intrinsically unhealthy,anebul,ous notioq that reflects
mid-nineteenth century ideas about malarra'.Thesesamereports contain the essential statistical data, however,thatmake it possible to
re-examine the Fort Thorn problem in termsof;modernconcepts of etiology and epidemiology. Since medical personneLand;health'records were
almost non-existent in New Mexico priortotheAinericanmilitary occupation, these records present a rare opportunityin!histprical epidemiology.6 With few exceptions, New Mexico's historical record on
epidemiology lacks accessibility. 7 The picture that emerges suggests
that what happened at Fort Thorn reflected the very beginning of a
general New Mexico problem that was to continue for almost a hundred
years.
During most of the antebellum years, approximately 10 percent of
the total United States Army strength was stationedin New Mexico. 8 In
1853, when Fort Thorn was established, about 1,200Jroops from a standing army of 10,000 men were stationed in New Mexico. 9 The troops were
dispersed among widely separated posts in a fluid fashion. During the
six-year period covered by the surgeon general's report of 1856, quarterly reports of the sick were received from twenty-four posts-although
no more than ten positions were usually garrisoned at any given time. 'o
In general, each post had its own surgeon. In September 1850, ten out of
eleven garrisons were provided with a medical officer. II Army regulations required a degree of uniformity in the manner, frequency, and quality of medical reports, a stringent regulation for thattime .. 12
Problems at Fort Thorn appeared in two special reports, published
with the surgeon general's report of 1860. In the first, written in September 1856, assistant surgeon T. Charlton Henry said:
The garrison of Fort Webster was first located in this spot, in
November, 1853. Upon reference to my quarterly reports for the
year 1854, you will observe my sick list exceedingly small; indeed, there was scarcely any sickness at the post the first year
of its settlement.
But now quantum mutatus. About the lOth of September, last
year, ague appeared and a large proportion of the command here
were victims of its influence. That fall also was somewhat prevalent, though but to a small extent, bilious remittent fever. But,
sir, this year how vastly exaggerated is the sick list; and reasoning apriori, what may it not be the ensuing,year, subsequent to
the advent of warm weather. For about the 5th of July of the
present year bilious remittent fever made its accession, and continued to prevail till about September 8, when ague seemed in a
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greatni~~su'r~.t<>",isucceedit. The month of July last,
sevtmtY,-:-eightom¢n'O,ufornillety(the entire command) were sick·
,withrefllitterit'fey~r:,;tntheJatter portion of August, Major Blake;
ofthe Fi",st,I)r~gpoiis;:~ncainpednear here with one company of
recruits and.the;~~ginieittalband,and was in a fortnight subsequent joined,by,t~~,tn6recompanies.Sickness, especially ague,
commei1cedv¢rys~onafter among his men .... 13
, Dr. T.Charito~'l:IerirYdid'not lose any of these patients; nevertheless, he pleaded: '
In conclusion,,'sir;ietme urge on the powers that be that the
positiono(tbis,posfbererpoved, and let me suggest that it be
not farfromtheoldistation.ofFort Webster. In a military point of
view it woiJld;be:ftilf)'~s effective. Does anyone for a moment
believe,al1(l wotild'ariy:oneofgood sense urge, that· it would
promote"the,go~dof]he service" to retain troops precisely in
this positi.on,w·hen'a'J;e'ihoval of only ten or twenty miles west'ward(thesheiofotdiFortWebster isfifty) would tend to keep
the cominlintl':~~':nearly'perfecthealth all the year, instead of
.remaini l1 g:here, Jwoithirds ofthe command being perfectly unable todo·service,neaiIY·one lialfofevery year. '
,Were there:rio·su~geonahhis, the sickliest post in the Territory'
, at thisti~e;aridtht{ptevailingmalady not properly treated, ev-,
ery nianhere,vet-Yrl~arly, would, after a ,series of attacks of
ague or·feverbesetzed-as the Mexicans about us and below
usare-withac::ong~stivetype of fever, and die off like so many
sheep withtherot: i4 '
Two yearsll,lter, ~in~September 1858, a new post surgeon, Dr. P.A"
Quinan, wrote'his'estiinate:oftheproblem and its cause:
.

- .;.,.:'••... :;

-

·•..... '··,'·7 .., · · . .

""..>;.::.,'"."

'

.•

<:,,:.

,Fort Thotnjs'16c~te'd~pon theimmediate'edge of an extensive
,marsti,tIie:ri~~r·fmakJnga:~onsiderableberid atthispoint, leaves
exposedio'~ttle,dghf,:ajc:['escentricf1ai,intersected 'by numerous
sluices'!llnii'at"tinle:s:~()ritpleteiy inlindated.'Thebuildings con~
siituting;tti~:f()rt,:are-J)I~ted:withinas tone's throw of the swampi- '
estporiion;Af'th'is::'f.Iat;orJiottom, and in the most admirable
manner,I(Ahe;~.obje~d;be.,that.thegarrisonshallinhale, for an'
average,per'iM~({t:,fi~e::rrH)riths,.the pestilential effluvia arising
. therefrom:':1th~~bdt~()m;referred to, presents duringthe.hottest
months,a)jirface'ofoozy,mud, covered with green slime,and
interspersed,With;pools.ofstagnating water, which surface is
duringth.e~~.·mcil)~hg.gradually drying up. During the same time,
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a rank vegetation of weeds and grasses undergoes the process
of germination, advancement to maturity, and decay. As might
be expected, fevers of a malarious character, have greatly afflicted the command during this quarter. These diseases have
prevailed to even a greater extent than in former seasons, which
may possibly be due to an unusually continued elevation of
temperature, and the absence of rain, which serves to prevent
the fall of the river and stagnation of water in the neighboring
sluices. Fevers began to manifest themselves about the middle
of July, and have continued with much virulence until the present
time. The command then consisted of two companies, and the
sick report numbered seventy cases. The garrison was reduced
on the I st September, to one company of infantry, half of which
has since been removed to Fort Fillmore on detached service.
Scarcely a man of this command can be considered fit for the
performance of ordinary garrison duty, so debilitated are they
by disease. IS
.
Both Henry and Quinan believed that the fevers were caused by the
inhalation of "miasmas" or "effluvia" that arose from marshes or stagnant water. Their beliefs were entirely consistent with contemporary
medical doctors, including Dr. Benjamin Rush. 16 In 1850, Dr. Daniel Drake
undertook a massive effort to determine the secret of malaria transmission. But as noted in a 1968 study, "We who can see the answer so
plainly, long to reach out and help him, he [Drake] came so c1ose."'?
Both Drake and Rush believed that undrained marshy areas were the
main source of malarial fevers, and that transmission occurred by inhalation of toxic gases. One question that Henry and Quinan apparently
did not consider was why the Fort Thorn site should suddenly be so
noxious when the area had seen a constant flow of travelers since the
time of the Cham uscado-Rodriguez expedition of 1581, and since nearby
Robledo and San Diego had been used as layover camps for many years. 18
In fact, as Henry himself reported, the site was perfectly harmless for the
first two years after the fort was established-from November 1853 until
September 1855. It must be recalled, however, that notonly were basic
facts about malaria completely unrecognized, but the basic nature of
communicable diseases and the demonstration of arthropod vectors (or
insect carriers) of disease remained to be discovered. Indeed, the status
of knowledge of malaria was actually more advanced than most other
infectious diseases since specific therapy, such as quinine, was known
and drainage or avoidance of marshy areas was known to have a beneficial effect. I9
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The surgeon general's reports of 1856 and 1860 include descriptive
sanitary reports only for those posts where the post surgeon elected to
write them. The bulkofthe data consists of mortality and morbidity data
consolidated for each region rather than for each post separately. Although it is clear from the data that Fort Thorn was not the only post
affected, the actual fort-by-fort distribution of cases may never have
been compiled. 20 The medical director of the Department of New Mexico,
surgeon William J. Sloan, however, gave an overview of the situation in
a special report dated 17 July 1859:
In the latitude of Santa Fe, these fevers are unknown; as we
proceed south and strike the Rio Grande, at Albuquerque, after
a distance of sixty-seven miles, and a descent of 2,000 feet, we
meet all the coincidences necessary for their development except a high range of temperature; proceeding down the valley of
the river, there is very little fever development until Fort Craig is
reached. There, the river bottom presents all the indications
necessary; but its well-selected site, on an elevated mesa, and
its airy, ventilated quarters prove a barrier to the inroads of the
poison. From this point south to Fort Thorn, we find the fevers
of a higher grade and fully developed ....This state of things
exists as we advance further south; and Dona Ana, and Cruces,
with Fort Fillmore, and the Mesilla Valley, form the great centers
of intermittent and remittent fever in the fall. ... 21
According to the reporting practices of the time, malaria was not
reported as a single entity, but rather as various intermittent and remittent fevers. Thus, mid-nineteenth century errors in diagnosis and false
concepts of disease entities could have introduced problems into any
attempt to re-analyze the numerical data. 22 It seems unlikely that cases
of yellow fever, typhus, typhoid, and dengue, however, were confused
with the malarial fevers reported in New Mexico. For one thing, the post
surgeons, including both Henry and Quinan at Fort Thorn, consistently
reported that their patients responded to quinine, which would not be
the case with other types of feverY In addition, the low mortality rate
associated with their cases separate them sharply from several similar
illnesses. 24 Indeed, as a consequence of the large impact of malaria on
troops during the Seminole War in Florida (1836-42), the army had invested a great deal of effort in the details of malaria diagnosis and treatment, and in reporting the clinical manifestations of disease uniformlyY
Therefore, it appears likely that the statistical data retain objective value,
despite the fact that the basis of malarial transmission was not understood at the time.
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Data recorded between 1849 and 1859; presented in table 1, consist
of quarterly summaries of the number of cases of malaria reported, in
addition to the number oftI'oops at risk during the same quarter. Hence,
the data may be used to estimate an incidence rate by dividing each of
the quarterly case numbers by the respective troop strength for that
quarter. The average yearly "relative incidence" values (x 100) are presented graphically in figure 1 with the "mean strength" numbers for the
Department of New Mexico, and analogous incidence values for the army
as a whole. 26
When presented in this fashion, several significant observations
can be made. It is apparent that the initial troop buildup in New Mexico,
which took place in the first three years following the war with Mexico,
was not associated with an increased incidence of malaria. This initial
buildup included staffing of posts such as Fort Fillmore and Fort Conrad
in portions of the territory that would later become the worst malarial
region. 27 Hence, the numerical data for the territory as a whole confirm
the descriptive data of Dr. Henry at Fort Thorn, to the effect that malaria
was not a serious problem until much later.
In addition, New Mexico's malaria experience is distinctly different
from that of the army as a whole. During the four-year period 1849-52,
when overall army incidence values were sharply ascendant, the situation in New Mexico was actually improving. This declining incidence
coinciding with the troop buildup in New Mexico strongly suggests that
the few cases that were reported represented malaria contracted before
arrival in New Mexico. The frequency of these earlier cases, as evident
in table 1, did not show the strong seasonal influence shown after 1854. 28
In the earliest territorial years, many malarious troops had successful
remissions because they were not reinfected in New Mexico. By 1853,
most troops had been exposed to malaria prior to their service in New
Mexico. Thus, indigenous malaria was not maintained in New Mexico
prior to the entry of numerous infected United States soldiers. The subsequent problem at places like Fort Thorn was related to the presence of
potential vector mosquitoes (Anopheles freeborni) which became infected from these active cases. 29 Consequently, New Mexico did not
give malaria to the army; the army gave malaria to New Mexico.
Such a conclusion might appear to fly in the face of the obvious
possibilities for introduction of malaria from Mexico. Indeed, a steady
stream of travelers from Mexico had been passing through the
mosquito-ridden territory of the Rio Abajo for over 250 years. Furthermore, the high prevalence of malaria in much of Mexico was recognized
from the time of the earliest conquistadors. Bernal. Diaz mentions that
Cortes was suffering from malaria during his first march on Mexico City
from Vera Cruz. In the late eighteenth century, accounts of Father Ignaz
Pfefferkorn in Sonora, the businessman Pedro Alonso O'Crouley, and
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TABLE 1: MALARIA IN TROOPS IN NEW MEXICO
1st
quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd
quarter

4th
quarter

TOTAL

1849: Cases
Mean strength

6
259

2
243

30
684

43
619

81
451

1850: Cases
Mean strength

36
815

40
727

42
873

59
1,106

177
880

1851: Cases
Mean strength

17
1,070

28
1,042

16
1,244

14
1,034

75
1,098

1852: Cases
Mean strength

13
1,059

11
1,060

16
1,168

25
1,062

65
1,087

1853: Cases
Mean strength

16
1,249

30
1,164

51
1,094

36
1,218

133
1,181

1854: Cases
Mean strength

52
1,435

50
1,049

22
1,063

82
1,156

206
1,176

1855: Cases
Mean strength

23
1,038

12
903

65
1,134

170
1,338

270
1,103

1856: Cases
Mean strength

36
1,490

90
1,477

282
1,379

240
1,810

648
1,539

1857: Cases
Mean strength

III
1,736

120
1,314

448
1,382

332
1,654

1,011
1,522

1858: Cases
Mean strength

125
1,833

146
1,519

630
1,413

563
1,915

1,464
1,670

1859: Cases
Mean strength

272
1,799

261
1,737

382
1,625

356
1,781

1,271
1,736

SGR, 1856, pp. 432-35; SGR, 1860, pp. 230-33. Cases represent the pooled
values for Febris intermittens (quotidiana, tertiana, and quartano) plus Febris
remittens.

the Virginian John Peyton, testify to the prevalence of malaria in large
portions of Mexico. Peyton found malaria below the 30th parallel only.
Around the time of the American takeover in 1846, John Russell Bartlett
and others emphasized the healthfulness of the New Mexico climate.
Considering the high prevalence of malaria in temperate regions at that
time, these statements imply that New Mexico was free of indigenous
malaria. JO
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The history of malaria in northern Sonora and southern Arizona is
quite distinct from New Mexico. From Pfefferkorn's and Bartlett's descriptions, and the problems at Fort Buchanan, endemic maJaria appeared
in Arizona and Sonora earlier.JI The Arizona-New Mexico distinction
reflects some of the cases reported between 1856 and 1859 (as shown in
table 1 and figure 1) undoubtedly derived from quarterly reports emanating from Fort Buchanan, located near the border south of Tucson. The
first federal troops that took possession of southern Arizona, camped
near Calabasas in 1856 and built Fort Buchanan in March 1857. The area
remained part of the Department of New Mexico until June 1865. 32 According to a special report written by assistant surgeon B.LD. Irwin in
February 1859, Fort Buchanan reported 172 cases of fevers in 1857 and
453 cases in similar reports in 1858. 33 Located in an endemically malarious
region in Arizona, reports of malaria from Fort Buchanan inflated reports
for the entire Department o(New Mexico as a whole by 17 percent in
1857 and by 30 percent in 1858.
The constant exposure of New Mexicans to persons from malarious
Mexico for almost 300 years failed to establish the disease in New Mexico.
Yet the influx of United States troops in the 1850s produced a serious
and long lasting problem. Any clear understanding of this paradox was
completely beyond the knowledge of the mid-nineteenth century physician. Some fifty years later, however, following the work of Louis Pasteur,
Robert Koch, and others concerning the general nature of infectious
diseases, basic knowledge about malaria provided an explanation for
this paradox. In particular, the work of Sir Ronald Ross between 1898
and 1917 is especially applicable to the New Mexico situation. 34
Ross discovered that transmission of malaria from man to man required the intermediary services of mosquitoes, not merely to inoculate
the human victim, but also to allow the completion of the life cycle of the
parasite that causes the disease. This was a monumental discovery. In
addition, these facts make the year-to-year maintenance of malaria in
temperate climates more complicated. Since only a very few mosquitoes
survive winter in New Mexico, a new supply of infected people must
carry malaria every year for the disease to continue. In other words,
malaria must winter in people, not in mosquitoes. 35
Ross went much further than this, however. In 1908, he made the
first attempt to describe malarial transmission in quantitative terms. 36
His classic equation is as follows:
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No. of new infections per month = (p) (m) (i) (a) (b) (s) (t), where
p = average population in the locality;
m = average proportion of the population infected;
i = proportion of infected population who are infectious to mosquitoes;
a = average number of mosquitoes per person;
b = proportion of uninfected mosquitoes which feed on man;
s = proportion of mosquitoes which survive the extrinsic incubation
period; and
f= proportion of infectious mosquitoes which feed on man.
Since the incidence of new cases is a product of seven factors, for malaria to be "successful" it is necessary for everyone of the seven quantities to be significantly above zero. In particular, if two or more are very
low, malaria will not "succeed" no matter how high other factors are. It
was Ross' genius to show that quantitative considerations are necessary in understanding qualitative descriptions.
Today, we know that even Ross' seven variables are not the whole
story.37 Nonetheless, Ross' work seems sufficient to explain most of the
paradoxical features of the situation described above. In particular, the
consequences of Ross' first variable-population-were probably critical in preventing the establishment of malaria prior to the 1850s. There
were simply too few people in those areas of greatest vector concentration to support malaria. New Mexico in general, and especially the lower
Rio Abajo, was extremely underpopulated compared to malarious areas
in Mexico and the United States. For many years before 1846, few people
lived between EI Paso and Socorro. In addition to its intrinsic effect, the
sparsity of population also affected other variables in Ross' equation,
such as the proportion of infected and uninfected mosquitoes that feed
on man-variables b and!38
Take, for example, a small num ber of active malarial travelers com ing
up from Mexico. In passing through a vector area,. they infect at most a
few hundred of the millions of mosquitoes in the area. After the extrinsic
incubation period, unless susceptible travelers come along, the proportion of infected mosquitoes that feed on man will be zero. Even if susceptible travelers arrive in a timely fashion, the few infected mosquitoes
will be competing with the uninfected ones for the travelers. In other
words, the maintenance of malaria requires an adequate number of people
who must be fed upon by a significant proportion of the total mosquito
population. If not, malarial transmission will not merely be less frequent;
it will be nonexistent.
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The present study focuses on Fort Thorn in part because of the
existence of the special sanitary reports, including Dr. Henry's assertion
in September 1856 that Fort Thorn was the "sickliest post in the Territory." In addition, despite the numerous changes in the locations of
posts during this period, Fort Thorn was the only one abandoned specifically because of malaria. 39 These facts do not, however, prove that
New Mexico's acquisition of indigenous malaria occurred uniquely at
Fort Thorn. The change could have been multifocal involving other posts
in the area, such as Fort Fillmore. Fort Conrad, with its proximity to the
river, possibly just missed serious problems by its abandonment in 1854.
Dofla Ana had already been abandoned. 40 In 1852 and 1853, these and
other posts, including Socorro and Fort Conrad, rarely reported malarious
fevers. 41 Thus, what happened at Fort Thorn was an especially important conjunction of epidemiological and historical factors that caused
.
New Mexico to acquire indigenous malaria.
. During the years before the Civil War, the army considered malaria
problems in the Department of New Mexico important because of previous experience in Florida and elsewhere. Between 1855 and 1859, malarial fevers were the leading cause of illness in the army as a whole. 42 In
the consolidated reports for the Department of New Mexico for the same
period, malaria ranked with wounds and injuries as a leading cause of
iIlness. 43 Some of the sanitary reports provide insight on the health status of New Mexico's civilian population during this period. In the sanitary reports that preceded these outbreaks, post surgeons at Fort Conrad,
Fort Defiance, and Socorro all reported that both Native American (Navajos and Apaches) and Mexican populations were generaqy healthy.
Venereal diseases were frequently noted. Surgeon J.F. Hammond described high mortality among children with whooping cough at Socorro
in 1852. In fact, the latter report concludes that malarial fevers in the
general population were very rare at that time. 44
The introduction of indigenous malaria by United States troops in
the 1850s was not a transitory phenomenon. Evidently, the subsequent
increase in population throughout New Mexico, and especially in the
Mesilla Valley, allowed critical levels of the various malaria transmission
factors to be maintained. Malaria became firmly established and extended
its range northward. In the early years of the twentieth century, malaria
was extremely common throughout the Rio Abajo. In the 1920s, malaria
was highly prevalent in the Mesilla Valley, and a major epidemic in 1927
caused Governor Richard C. Dillon to ask for expert help from the United
States Public Health Service. As late as 1941, indigenous malaria occurred as far north as Espaflola. 45
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New Mexico, as well as the rest of the United States, is now free of
indigenous malaria. Most experts agree the prospects for its re-establishment are remote and the subject is only occasionally popular (as a
consequence of imported cases) in the American public health litera'ture. 46 Perhaps Fort Thorn, which generally warrants only a brief footnote in history, should be remembered as an important origin of a serious
1OO-year problem for New Mexico.
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Carlos Gonzalez Herrera and Ricardo Leon Garcia: The
Creation of Railroad Systems in the State of Chihuahua,
Mexico, 1881-1912.
Abstract
Authors Carlos Gonzalez Herrera and Ricardo Leon Garcia explore
the Mexican rail system. Beginning in the 1880s and following traditional trading routes, the railroad was immediately seen as an excellent
opportunity for economic development in the state of Chihuahua. Great
landowners, politicians, and speculators used the railroad for their own
economic advantage, but in the end everyone benefited from the boom
brought by the railroad.
The new system of communications allowed merchandise from El
Paso to reach Mexico City in forty-eight hours, instead of the two to
three months that it used to take. Plans were also made for more intensive commerce with the United States. This opened new markets to cattle
products, minerals, grains, etc. from Chihuahua. Gonzalez and Leon also
explore the socio-cultural development and the increase in population
that followed economic growth, bringing an era of prosperity to the
state.

La creaci6n de los sistemas ferroviarios
en el estado de Chihuahua, Mexico,
1881-1912
CARLOS GONzALEZ HERRERA and RICARDO LEON GARCiA

En 1899, el estado de Chihuahua contaba con un promedio de 5.1 metros
de via de ferrocarril por cada habitante cuando en Mexico la media
nacional era de 1.1 metros. EI promedio regional mas cercano era el
correspondiente a Nuevo Le6n y Coahuila juntos, que sumaba 3.6 metros.
Hacia 1910, Chihuahua mantendria la misma relaci6n. EI promedio
nacional, si bien se increment6, nunca alcanz6 esos niveles de
significaci6n.
Chihuahua vivi6 el fen6meno caracteristico del desarrollo de las
vias ferreas mexicanas: su construcci6n estuvo condicionada a la
existencia de los estadounidenses. En otras palabras, losproyectos de
lineas ferrocarrileras en Mexico empezaron a adquirir mayor impulso
cuando, en los Estados Unidos se completaron las rutas que tocaban la
frontera internacional del sur. A partir de entonces, los estados del norte
fueron escenario de una acelerada dinamica de construcci6n que, a su
vez, impuls6 los planes de comunicaci6n en elinterior del pais.
Es contrastante, por ejemplo, el tiempo (casi una decada) en que
fueron construidos los 424 kil6metros de via angosta del Ferrocarril
Mexicano entre la capital de la republica y el puerto de Veracruz, con los
dos afios que se ocuparon para completar los 2000 kil6metros entre EI
Paso y la ciudad de Mexico. Mientras el de Veracruz dependia de ia
lIegada de materiales importados por mar y de la coyuntura regional para
conseguir mano de obra, totalmente ajena a esta actividad, el Ferrocarril
Central Mexicano (FCCM) tuvo la ventaja de contar con una tecnologia

Carlos Gonzalez Herrera y Ricardo Le6n Garcia forman parte de la planta
academica de la Universidad Aut6moma de Ciudad Juarez, Mexico; al mismo tiempo,
son estudiantes graduados del Departamento de Historia de la Universidad de Nuevo
Mexico.
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mas desarrollada, el abasto de materiales desde los Estados Unidos era
inmediato y adem as, utilizo una fuerza de trabajo con la experiencia
adquirida durante la apertura de las vias trascontinentales, que incluia
en su composicion a chinos, irlandeses y japoneses.
EI diseilo del trazo de los ferrocarriles mexicanos se explica por el
respaldo que ten ian de las grandes lineas de los Estados Unidos. En
Mexico las rutas que cruzaban de norte a sur parecen enormes ramales
de las estadounidenses; la ausencia de proyectos ejecutables para cruzar
el pais en otros sentidos refuerzaesta vision. £1 trazo del FCCM se
concibio desde la perspectiva de las rutas estadounidenses. Los primeros
ferrocarriles en el suroeste de los Estados Unidos seguian los itinerarios
de migracion y comercio andados desde decadas antes; el FCCM seguia
el antiguo camino real entre Mexico y Santa Fe. En los Estados Unidos
esta concepcion fue rota por innovadores proyectos que cruzarian el
continente de oriente a poniente y de norte a sur.
A partir de su expansion hacia las costas de Oregon y California, a
los norteamericanos les llevo casi 35 ailos, de 1848 a 1881, crear la primera
linea transcontinental por los nuevos territorios de sur, adquiridos a
partir de la guerra con Mexico, que era la ruta mas corta entre el Atlantico
y el Pacifico. Los obstaculos estuvieron representados por la Guerra
Civil, la oposicion de los indios a to do intento de colonizacion, y la
escasez de agua superficial en Texas.
La construccion de las lineas mexicanas estuvo influenciada por el
interes de compafiias extranjeras en las materias primas. Sin embargo,
debe tomarse en cuenta tam bien la afieja necesidad del centro del pais
por conquistar a sus regiones norteilas (un sentimiento de fuerte
raigambre colonial) y de estas por acceder al gran mercado consumidor
del Valle de Mexico y sus regiones adyacentes.
Los primeros ferrocarriles mexicanos no fueron novedosos, siguieron
los caminos por siempre andados. Las vias norteamericanas, despues de
superponerse a los viejos trayectos, fueron mas pioneras. Iban a la
conquista y apertura de tierras nuevas. La diferencia entre ambos
sistemas ferroviarios del siglo XIX puede verse en los objetivos. Primero,
en Mexico se trataba de comunicar lugares ya establecidos siguiendo
las antiguas rutas. Los centros productivos existentes adquirieron un
nuevo impulso al estar dentro de estas rutas rapidas. Como objetivo
secundario, la administracion federal trataba de que los territorios
cruzados por las vias fueran ocupados por inmigrantes, pero toda politica
de colonizacion en Mexico acabo en fracaso.
En los Estados Unidos, ademas de conectar los centros de poblacion,
se crearon polos de desarrollo a 10 largo de las vias que penetraban en
territorios supuestamente "vados." Al tendido de caminos de fierro Ie
acompafiaba una agresiva politica de colonizacion promovida sobre todo
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en Europa. En poe as palabras, los inmigrantes "blancos" sustituyerona
los habitantes originales de dichos territorios, quienes fueron empujados
violentamente a ocupar areas reducidas que recibieron el nombre de
reservaciones.
A fin de entender el papel que jugaron, 0 intentaron jugar, las
compafiias ferrocarrileras en la region chihuahuense, hemos tornado como
muestra tan solo dos de las rutas que nacieron y s~ desarrollaron en ese
estado durante el periodo conocido como Porfiriato (1876- I 9 I I). Las
dos representan un porcentaje muy significativo de la oferta ferrocarrilera
en la region entre 1880 Y 19 I 2. Ambas rutas, en terminos de objetivos y
metas, fueron c1aramente distintas:
a) La del FCCM poseia una concepcion de comunicacion e integracion
muy antigua, pero logro refuncionalizar y ampliar mercados y circuitos
perfilados durante mas de dos siglos.
b) La que denominaremos sistema Chihuahua-Pacifico era mucho mas
visionaria yarriesgada. I Contaba con una concepcion transcontinental
e internacional. Olvidaba las viejas rutas y esquemas de explotacion de
recursos e intercambio de bienes. En terminos de mercado, estaba pensada
como parte de un fenomeno mundial. Esta ruta se aparto de la estructura
del Mexico viejo y quiza a ello debio su relativo fracaso.

PROMOTORES E INVERSIONIST AS
EI Ferrocarril Central Mexicano. EI tramo de esta ruta dentro del
estado de Chihuahua, de Ceballos a la frontera con Estados Unidos, era
de 703 kilometros. En terminos mexicanos, era 30 kilometros mayor al
ramal de la misma compafiia que unia Aguascalientes, en el centro del
pais, con el puerto de Tampico, en el Golfo de Mexico. Corresponde, por
otro lado, a mas de una tercera parte de toda la ruta entre las ciudades de
Mexico y Juarez.
En Chihuahua, los centros productivos mas dinamicos hacia la decada
entre 1870 Y 1880 estaban ubicados a 10 largo de la tradicional ruta de
intercambio y abasto. En gran medida, esta situacion evito
enfrentamientos como los ocurridos en otras regiones del pais por don de
cruzaria la via del FCCM. Los diferentes grupos de poder locales y
regionales tuvieron conflictos entre sf y con la empresa ferroviaria,
siempre tratando de conseguir el trazo mas favorable a sus intereses.
Cuando se anuncio la posibilidad de la construccion del FCCM,
algunos gobiernos estatales obtuvieron del federal concesiones para la
construccion de los tram os que cruzarian sus respectivos territorios. En
el centro del pais, las cosas se complicaron al no existir entre los grupos
dominantes un claro consenso sobre la'ruta que debia tomar la linea. Los
gobiernos de Durango, Guanajuato, Zacatecas, San Luis Potosi y
Aguascalientes, que a su vez representaban asus respectivas oligarquias,
hicieron muy diffcil el trazado de la ruta que finalmente se construyo.
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Otro comun denominador en esta etapa fueron los claros fines
especulativos que tuvieron la solicitud y entrega de concesiones de
construcci6n, obtenidas en primer lugar por los gobiernos estatales. En
este caso, Chihuahua no fue diferente al resto de los estados. 2
En 1881, cuando la tesoreria estatal se encontraba en serios aprietos,
Luis Terrazas, gobernador de Chihuahua y a nombre de la administraci6n,
traspas6 la concesion para la construccion de un ferrocarril entre las
ciudades de Chihuahua y Ojinaga a John R. Robinson, sus socios WilliamG. Fargo, Ashell H. Barney, Benjamin Y. Cheney y la compai'iia del
FCCM, formada en Nueva York y representada por el mismo Robinson.
EI monto de la operaci6n ascendi6 a 60,000 pesos fuertes, equivalentes
a la misma cantidad en dolares de los Estados Unidos . EI traspaso fue
autorizado por el presidente Manuel Gonzalez en julio de ese ano. 3 Los
inversionistas norteamericanos prometieron terminar en 28 meses la via
entre Chihuahua y Paso del Norte cuyo nombre se cambi6 por el de
Ciudad Juarez a partir de 1888. Dicha promesa fue cumplida en s610 la
mitad del tiempo estipulado en el contrato.
Se deben hacer notar los cambios sufridos en los planes al momento
de hacerse la operaci6n con los inversionistas encabezados por
Robinson. Mientras que los promotores chihuahuenses habian pensado
en conectar la capital del estado con el poblado fronterizo de Ojinaga,
los nuevos tenedores de la franquicia del FCCM estaban seguros de que
ningun ferrocarril estadounidense tocaria esa poblaci6n en muchos anos.
A Paso del Norte habia llegado recientemente una via a la que se sumarian
cuatro mas en un lapso muy corto (vease cuadro 3).
Los promotores de la primera linea del FCCM, fueron lideres de la
vieja guardia chihuahuense: Laureano Munoz, Antonio Ochoa, Domingo
Leguinazabal, Manuel de Herrera y Enrique MUller, entre otros, quienes
se apoyaron en el gobierno del estado encabezado por el general Luis
Terrazas para capitalizar el proyecto en su primera fase. No hay evidencia
de una numerosa participaci6n en este primer proyecto, debido quiza al
desconocimiento del negocio, de las posibles ventajas y desventajas;
se queria el tren, pero no se conocian de sus consecuencias ni sus
riesgos financieros.
La labor promocional a favor de las ferrovias estaba fuertemente
influida por el espiritu positivista del progreso, mas que de claros
proyectos de desarrollo econ6mico 0 de beneficio personal. EI tren
representaba el verdadero saito hacia formas mas civilizadas de vida; las
expectativas puestas en el "caballo de acero" iban mas alla de la ganancia
monetaria, alcanzaban sentimientos y deseos de progreso, paz, educacion
e industrializacion. A estos idealistas pioneros se sumarian despueslos
especuladores expertos, los calculadores decostos y ganancias,
inversionistas que buscaban vender sus proyectos antes de que dejaran
de rendir beneficios. Era una epoca en que la politica de concesiones
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ferrocarrileras estaba Iigada al deslinde y adjudicaci6n de terrenos sin
propietario legal; negocio al que estaria muy vinculado Carlos Pacheco,
socio, promotor, vendedor y concesionario de ferrocarriles, adem as de
ser ministro de Fomento, Colonizaci6n e Industria.
Mas de una dec ada despues de la lIegada del primer tren a territorio
chihuahuense, la gente ya sabia de que se trataba el negocio, los
beneficios y sus riesgos; por ello la participaci6n fue mucho mayor
entonces en la promoci6n e inversi6n de nuevas Iineas. AI negocio
ferroviario entraron miembros de pequefl.as elites rurales (Dolores Solis
de Camargo y Guadalupe Galvan del Pilar de Conchos), inmigrantes
alemanes (Enrique MUlier, Emilio Ketelsen, Federico Stallforth), antiguos
terratenientes con raices coloniales (Guillermo Horcasitas, Pedro
Zuloaga), la nueva generaci6n de capitalistas (Enrique Creel), militares
de carrera (Carlos Fuero, Carlos Pacheco), latifundistas ilustrados y
filantropos (Miguel Salas), mineros (Jose Maria Becerra), comerciantes
(Jose Maria Salazar) e intelectuales (Jose Valenzuela, Pablo Ochoa).
Estos personajes se hicieron cargo de promover las concesiones y
por ultimo, venderlas a quienes consideraron los mejores prospectos
para realizar esos sueftos. Todos ellos fueron los encargados de crear el
ambiente de expectaci6n y bienvenida a los nuevos inversionistas.
La parte riesgosa del negocio corri6 a cargo de una serie de hombres
que vivian una epoca de tremenda competencia dentro de territorio
estadounidense. En el ambito ferroviario todo era competencia: construir
la via mas segura, conseguir la ruta mas corta, cruzar en primer lugar el
continente, con tar con la mejor maquinaria, encontrar mayor numero de
trabajadores, ofrecer mejores oportunidades de colonizaci6n de los
territorios, controlar mayor tonelaje de carga, ofrecer tarifas mas
atractivas 0 encontrar mejores fuentes de abastecimiento de agua y
carb6n.
John Robinson y sus socios formaban parte de ese mundo competitiYO, el de la cultura de los "canibales financieros."4 En esa epoca
formaban parte del trust que controlaba la linea del Atchinson, Topeka
and Santa Fe (ATSF) y otros medios de transporte no les eran ajenos (la
compania Wells and Fargo formaba parte de sus empresas). Esos eran
los hombres del FCCM.
EI sistema del Chihuahua-Pacifico. Este sistema, si bien fue
promovido por los mismos idealistas y especuladores referidos antes,
tuvo otros derroteros, pues estaria compuesto por diversas concesiones,
rutas, empresas, y problemas. Para empezar, los terrenos por los cuales
cruzaria, ofrecian una complejidad cuyas dimensiones ellos mismos no
alcanzaron a entender:se necesitaron mas de 80 anos para completar el
proyecto.
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CUADRO 1: CONCESIONES FERROCARRILERAS EN EL ESTADO DE
CHIHUAHUA, 1849-1876
Aiio

Concesionario

Ruta

1850

H. Pasqueir de Doumartin

De la frontera con Texas, hasta los Iimites
con Durango, pasando por la ciudad de
Chihuahua; ramal a los Iimites con Sonora

1854

Alejandro Jose de Atocha

Paso del Norte 0 Presidio del Norte a
Guaymas·

1854

. John B. Moore

De la frontera norte a un lugar en la costa del
Pacifico entre Altata y Manzanillo

1858

Francisco Potts y
Francisco Macmanus

Interoceanico, cTUzando territorio
chihuahuense, sin deterrninar puntos

1859

Compania Mexicana y
Americana del Ferrocarril
Interoceanico, S.A.

Un punto entre Paso del Norte y Presidio del
Norte, cTUzando Chihuahua hasta Guaymas 0
cualquier otro punto en la costa del Golfo de·
California

1865

Idem anterior

Idem anterior

1869

Julius A. Skilton

Idem anteriores

1874

David Boy Le Blair

De la frontera norte hacia el norte del Estado
de Sonora

CUADRO I: Tornado de Francisco R. Almada, E[ ferrocarril de Chihuahua a[ Pacifico (Mexico: Libros de Mexico, 1971), passim.
CUADRO 2: Fuentes: Periodico Oficial de Estado de Chihuahua (POCH),
II septiembre 1880,24 septiembre 1884, 17 enero 1885, 16 agostol890,
21 enero 1905, 18 mayo 1905, II junio 1905,6 julio 1905, 21junio 19P6;
EI Correo de Chihuahua (ECC), 27 marzo 1902, 17 abril 1902, 19 junio
1902, 15 abril 1903; Chihuahua Enterprise CHE, 22 febrero 1896; EPH,
26 enero 1893, 15 febrero 1894, 14 jul io 1903; EI Paso Daily Herald
(EPDH), 26 enero 1893; Concesiones y franquicias otorgadas a la
Compania Electrica y de Ferrocarriles de Chihuahua, S.A. (Chihuahua:
Imp. EI Norte S.A., 1908),31-34; The Mexican Yearbook [908, (New
York: McCorquondale, 1909), 392-93.
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CUADRO 2: CONCESIONES PARA LA CONSTRUCCION DE FERROCARRILES EN
EL ESTADO DE CHIHUAHUA, 1880-1905
Fecha

Ruta

Caracteristicas

1880

De la frontera del Rio Grande
hacia Chihuahua

Era una salida de Chihuahua hacia los
EUA y el centro de Mexico. Fonn6 parte
del FCCM.

1890

Escal6n a Sierra Mojada

A favor de Robert S. Towne, para extraer
mineral. Se lIam6 FC Mexicano del Norte

1892

Chihuahua a Ciudad Guerrero;
Chihuahua a Topolobampo;
Ojinaga a Chihuahua; [Kansas
City a Ojinaga]; Miilaca a Jesus
Maria

A favor de Ger6nimo Treviilo y Emeterio
de la Garza; transporte de productos
mineros, forestales y agropecuarios. En
1897 se traspasa ala empresa Chihuahua
al Pacifico de E.C. Creel y A: Spendlove y
otra parte a Arthur Stilwell y el KCMO.

1893

Chihuahua a Guerrero; Guaymas
a Deming; Chihuahua a Deming,
Gallup y Salt Lake City

A favor de W.H. Davis, H. Sheridan y DJ.
Cable: The Mexican Northern Pacific
Railway Co.

1895

Ciudad Juarez a Madera

Despues seria el RGSMP.

1895

Chihuahua a Santa Eulalia y
tranvias urbanos en Chihuahua

A favor de E.e. Creel; transporte de
pasajeros y minerales. Tuvo el nombre de
FC Mineral de Chihuahua

1895

De un punto del FCCM a
Batopilas

A favor de Andres Horcasitas y David
Shaw; no se construy6.

1898

Parral a Durango (Mesa de la
Sandia), Minas Nuevas a Laguna
de Juanota; ramales a Balleza y
Rio Florido

A favor de Thomas Macmanus para
extraer madera de Durango y el sur de
Chihuahua. Se llam6 FC Parral-Durango

1898

Desde un punto del FCCM a La
Descubridora, EI Oriental, EI
Occidental y "Jose Gameros";
desde el FCCM a Aldama; desde
el ChP a EI Magistral yaEl
Choncheilo, Pinos Altos y Jesus
Maria

E.C. Creel y Federico Ducl6s; transporte
de minerales y madera. Paso a fonnar
parte del ChP.

1902

Naica a San Francisco de
Conchos

Joaquin Cortazar jr., E.C. Creel;
transporte de minerales. Pas6 a fonnar
parte del FCCM.

1902

Torreon-Lerdo-Gomez
Palacio-Mapimi-Inde-EI
Oro-Parral.

Alejandro Elguezabal; transporte de
metales. No se construy6.

1905

San Isidro al Cerro de la Calera

A favor de E.C. Creel y La Calera Mining
Co. Fonn6 parte del ChP:
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CUADRO 3: EL AVANCE FERROVIARIO EN CHIHUAHUA Y SU REGION,
1881-1928
Fecha

Empresa

Procedencia

Destino

1881
1881
1881
1882
1883
1882
1882
1883
1893
1897
1898
1898

SP
ATSF
GHSA
TP
SP
CM
CM
CM
MN
RGSMP
EPNE
CM

Los Angeles
Topeka y Santa Fe
EI Paso
Louisiana
Florida
Paso del Norte
Villa Ahumada
Chihuahua
Escal6n
Ciudad Juarez
EI Paso
Jimenez

1899
1899
1900
1900
1902
1902
1901
1903
1905
1907
1907
1907
1908
1910
1911
1928
1932

ChP
EPNE
ChP
PD
EPNE
EPSW
MChih
KCMO
KCMO
KCMO
CM
ChP
ChP
CM
NorM
KCMO
CM

Chihuahua
Alamogordo
Santa Isabel
Parral
Alamogordo
EI Paso
Chihuahua
Chihuahua
La Junta
Tem6sachi
Conchos
Miilaca
Creel
Camargo
Nuevo Casas Grandes
Trancas
Lucero

EI Paso
EI Paso
Dallas
EI Paso
EI Paso
Villa Ahumada
Chihuahua
Mexico
Sierra Mojada
Nuevo Casas Grandes
Alamogordo
Parral, Santa Barbara, San
Francisco del Oro
Santa Isabel
Cloudcroft
Miilaca
Minas Nuevas, Campo Nuevo
Chicago
Benson, Tucson
Santa Eulalia
Trancas
Tem6sachi
Madera
Naica
Creel
Sanchez
La Boquilla
Madera
Ojinaga
Los Lamentos

SIGLAS
SP-Southern Pacific
ATSF-Atchi1l.\'oll, Topeka atld Satlla Fe
GHSA-Ga"'estotl, Harrishurg atld Satl Atltotlio
I TP-Texas alld Pacific
! CM-Cetltral Mexicatlo
MN-Mexicallo del Norte
RGSMP-Rio Grallde, Sierra Madre V Pacifico

HPNJi.·)il Paso alld North Haslern
ChI' Chihuahua 01 Pacifico
PD·Parral al Duratlgo
HPSW HI Paso atld South Western
MChih-Mitleral de Chihuahua
KCMO··Katlsas City, Mexico y Orietlte
NorM-NtJre",te de Mexico

Edward A, Leonard, Rails at the Pass of the North (EI Paso: Texas Western
Press, 1981) passim; POCH, 17 enero 1885; ECC, 27 March 1902; EPH, 26
enero 1893; Lone Star of El Paso, (LSEP), 3 febrero 1883.
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En este caso, el grupo de inversionistas involucrados en la creaci6n
de este sistema ferroviario, estaba compuesto por un grupo de personajes
"importantes" mas numeroso. EI mayor de los promotores y unico
inversionista chihuahuense visible fue Enrique C. Creel, quien hizo suyos
los proyectos de comunicaci6n planteados a 10 largo de tres decadas
para poder concebir toda una red de vias de comunicaci6n que permitieran
a la ciudad de Chihuahua convertirse en un centro estrategico de rutas
inter y transcontinentales. S
Enrique Creel contribuy6 a que coincidieran los capitales
representados por Arthur Stilwell (Kansas City, Mexico y Oriente,
KCMyO),6 Alfred Spendlove (Chihuahua al Pacifico, ChP), F. S. Pearson
(Noreste de Mexico, NorM),7 William C. Greene y el sindicato
representado por Edward Harriman (Rio Grande, Sierra Madre y Pacifico,
RGSMyP y Ferrocarril de Sonora, Southern Pacific, entre otros)8 para
poder tener en mente un circuito que rebasaba por mucho los limites
inmediatos de la economia chihuahuense y nacional. A todas estas
cabezas de grupos financieros norteamericanos y canadienses, se debe
afl.adir un conjunto ingles, con base en Londres, que mantuvo intereses
tanto en lalinea del KCMyO como en la del ChP y en la del NorM, al que
Creel busc6 con bastante interes en su calidad de vicec6nsul ingles en
Chihuahua, como una forma de evitar la dependencia total de las
inversiones estadounidenses.
EI interes de Creel por lograr que en el estado de Chihuahua se
desarrollara un complejo sistema econ6mico que colocara al estado a la
vanguardia productiva del pais, abarcaba la participaci6n de las empresas
ferrocarrileras en la consecuci6n de estos ideales. 9 En 1896, Creel
reflexionaba de la siguiente manera con respecto al quehacer del promotor
ferrocarrilero:
En Mexico, al contrario de 10 que sucede en Europa, un gerente
de ferrocarril debe ser promotor de negocios; tiene que estar al
pendiente de nuevas empresas; estar profundamente interesado
en el crecimiento del pais e iinpulsar de todas las maneras posibles
la riqueza publica y la privada. Donde se establezca una nueva
industria, el agente del ferrocarril debe presentarse a ofrecer
tarifas especiales para el embarque de maquinaria, lograr
convertirse en transportista de material y ver que los productos
de esa industria encuentren mercados en distintas partes de la
Republica. lo
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LOS SUENOS Y LAS REALIDADES
EI FCCM Y la concepcion geo-economica. En la planeaci6n del FCCM
estaban presentes con una gran fuerza los profundos traumas de la
separaci6n entre la capital de la republica y los diversos "nortes:" siempre
abandonados segun su gente, siempre rebeldes e independientes segun
los seculares actores de la centralizaci6n nacional. El ferrocarril,. como
sefial6 Luis Terrazas, definiria de una vez por todas la pertenencia de
Chihuahua, del Norte en realidad, a ese proyecto llamado Mexico. El
viejo caudillo chihuahuense no se equivoc6. Desde el establecimiento
de la comunicaci6n ferroviaria, la presencia federal en el estado creci6
notablemente, sobre todo en 10 tocante a la fuerza militar contra la todavia
latente "amenaza apache." A partir de 1882, en que el FCCM cruz6 como
espina dorsal la geografia chihuahuense, la lecci6n quedaba clara:
[... ] el gobierno del estado deberia, ademas de buscar la tranquilidad, la seguridad y la paz publicas, objetivos frustrados de las
ultimas decadas por las guerras intestinas y luchas contra grupos
etnicos, lograr la estabilidad politica a traves de negociaciones
entre grupos y convertir al poder politico en un dotador de
servicios y activo promotor del desarrollo econ6mico. '1
El antiguo corredor demografico entre Parral y Santa Fe de Nuevo
Mexico, que habia marcado durante siglos el rumbo de hombres y
mercancias seria el camino del ferrocarril. En su trazo se confundian los
suefios y proyectos de los viejos comerciantes que pensabanen revivir
el otrora vigoroso camino real de Nuevo Mexico, y de los "nuevos ricos"
surgidos dela generaci6n liberal de mitad de siglo, con Terrazas a la
cabeza y que harian surgir la fama de la ganaderia exportadora
chihuahuense; de propietarios de vetustas instalaciones textiles y de
empresas novedosas, como la cerveceria y las fundiciones, a las que el
tren trajoel animo 0 un segundo aire. Sin embargo, el fuerte saoor politico
del FCCM es dificil de olvidar.
La integraci6n de siempre. La posibilidad de utilizar un ferrocarril
entre la ciudad de Chihuahua y El Paso a partir de septiembre de 1882,
hasta La Laguna un afio despues y en abril de 1884 hasta la ciudad de
Mexico, signific6 una serie de trans formaciones en la vida econ6mica y
social de los chihuahuenses. Los cables telegraficos que flanqueaban
las vias fueron los conductores de noticias que llegaban en pocas horas
desde su origen; las mercancias podian hacer todo el recorrido entre
Paso del Norte y la ciudad de Mexico en tan s610 48 horas, cuando antes
el viaje implicaba de tres a cuatro meses.
Entre las actividades econ6micas que se reactivaron 0 fueron creadas
gracias a la puesta en marcha del FCCM se encuentran las siguientes:
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1. La ganaderia chihuahuense se convirti6 en fuerte exportador de
animales a pie hacia el Medio Oeste de los Estados Unidos.1 2 Por otra
parte, entr6 al mercado de la carne de la ciudad de Mexico, con reses
vivas primero, posteriormente con canales congelados y, por ultimo, el
proyecto mas ambicioso y que marc6 un fracaso tremendo en 1907, con
carne procesada en 1l1ta y embutidos.1 3
2. Los mismos ganaderos tuvieron laoportunidad de integrarse al mercado
de los cueros de la ciudad de Le6n, Guanajuato, teniendo entre sus
primeros promotores a la casa comercial de los franceses B. Rembez y
Ulises Bezaury, tambien participantes en el patrocinio del FCCM.
3. Se increment6 la exportaci6n directa de minerales. Al impulso
industrializador del .tren se debe tambien la creaci6n del complejo de
fundidoras y refinadoras de metales de los Guggenheim American Smelting and Refining Co. (ASARCo) en Aguascalientes, Chihuahua y EI
Paso. 14
4. Los granos producidos en el sur de Chihuahua se pusieron a la venta
en los mercados del centro de la republica. Por ejemplo, el trigo de la
hacienda de San Isidro, propiedad de Luis Terrazas, era vendido en la
ciudad de Mexico. La disponibilidad de transporte eficiente fue motivo
tambien para la especializaci6h de las haciendas terracistas,
convirtiendose en productoras de pastura 0 granos, complementandose
entre elias mismas. ls
5. Algunas de las haciendas del general Terrazas tambien iniciaron el
aprovechamiento intensivode guayule, que era enviado a G6mez Palacio
para la Continental Mexican Rubber CO.16
6. Fue creada la industria cervecera y consolidada la tex~ilera al encontrar
mercados para sus productos a 10 largo de la linea, hacia el norte y el
sur. 17
7. La conjunci6n del ferrocarril con la zona libre establecida en la frontera
entre Mexico y los Estados Unidos, motiv6 el crecimiento de las ciudades
de EI Paso y Juarez como un solo centro de distribuci6n de bienes. La
derrama econ6mica en ambas poblaciones impuls6 el incremento
demografico en la frontera y sus areas de influencia. '8
Enrique C. Creel hizo la siguiente evaluaci6n de los frutos econ6micos
de la empresa a casi dos decadas despues de haberse inaugurado la
linea:

EI comercio local se ha incrementado en mas de un 40% y el
[Ferrocarril] Central como inversi6n es un gran 6xito; el tren
esta en una condici6n de prosperidad y salud. Si la plata tuviera
hoy el mismo valor que cuando se construy6 el ferrocarril, la
compaiHa tendria los ingresos monetarios suficientes para pagar
los intereses sobre los bonos y buenos dividendos sobre sus
valores.
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[... ] En otras palabras, si dividimos los aprovechamientos netos
del tren en plata mexicana, por la cantidad de pesos mexicanos
invertidos en la construcci6n y equipamiento del Central
Mexicano, encontraremos que la compaftia esta realizando la
cantidad suficiente de ganancias para pagar los intereses de los
bonos y brindar buenos dividendos sobre los valores.
La baja en el precio de la plata ha sido terrible para el Central
Mexicano y para los ferrocarriles que operan en Mexico, pero a
pesar de todo, el Central ha estado pagando con regularidad los
intereses de sus bonos.1 9
Tren y telegrafo permitieron una mayory mas eficaz comunicaci6n
entre proveedores, clientes y socios. De una forma rapida, cualquier
comerciante pudo hacer sus pedidos a las casas proveedoras de Mexico,
Chicago, Nueva York, Bilbao, y Paris. Cuando estaba en puerta un
negocio, el interesado podria trasladarse hasta Mexico y regresar en una
misma semana. Los espacios coloniales se habian roto, todo estaba mas
cerca.
En las esferas de 10 social y cultural, el tren lIev6 al estado de Chihuahua, con mayor facilidad y frecuencia, a los maestros y pedagogos
que suscribieron los proyectos de transformaci6n educativa; a los
toreros, actores, cantantes y musicos que antes habian quedado
circunscritos a participar en un ambito muy cerrado por la dificultad de
las comunicaciones. Se experimentaron nuevos productos alimenticios
y bebidas; hizo su aparici6n el pulque, posteriormente desplazado por la
cerveza. Las modas neoyorquinas y parisinas se presentaban sin los
retrasos a los que estaba acostumbrada la "alta sociedad." Los j6venes
de las clases "pudientes" tuvieron mas facilidad para ir a estudiar a los
colegios de los Estados Unidos. Los trabajadores que requerian los
nuevos establecimientos comerciales e industriales lIegaron en diversas
oleadas m'igratorias por el tren, procedentes del centro y sur de Mexico.
En pocas palabras, el proyecto del FCCM fue eminentemente pragmatico:
apost6 a los mercados regionales ya establecidos y a un incipiente
mercado nacional antes que al mundial.
EI ChP: la apertura de caminos y tierras nuevas. La primera idea
para la realizaci6n de las Iineas que atravesarian la Sierra Madre Occidental en su porci6n chihuahuense estuvo orientada hacia el
aprovechamiento de los recursos minerales de la regi6n. Los centros
mineros de Cusihuiriachi, Ocampo, Uruachi, Pinos Altos y Miftaca
estaban en la mira de esas empresas, pero terminaron siendo los
abundantes recursos boscosos de la zona Papigochi los que se vieron
explotados de una forma mas intensa y dieron el perfil del sistema
ferroviario serrano de la epoca. A partir de ahi se ligaron las explotaciones
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forestales de Pearson y Madera-Tem6sachi; antes, el centro minero de
Corralitos, en manos de inversionistas estadounidenses, fue el primer
gran beneficiario de la Ifnea a partir de su construcci6n desde Ciudad
Juarez.
La dificultad de este proyecto de comunicaci6n tuvo su origen en el
simple hecho de no haber sido formulado desde el centro del pais, no
contaba con ese elemento "esencial" para poder ser apoyado de manera
firme por la burocracia de alto rango en Mexico. 20 Sus objetivos
escapaban a la 16gica centralizadora del mercado que marcaba la
necesidad de cruzar la ruta por la ciudad de Mexico. En este sentido, las
caracteristicas de este sistema ChP en su conjunto pueden resumirse en
los siguientes puntos:
I. Antes que nada, la .integraci6n de una amplia zona del noroeste·de
Mexico, teniendo como eje la linea entre Ojinaga, Chihuahua y la costa
del Pacifico, al norte del estado de Sinaloa.
2. Buscaba alcanzar por la ruta mas corta los mercados del Medio Oeste
norteamericano, como alternativa ahorradora de tiempo y costos a la
ruta por Ciudad Juarez 0 la costa de California. En este caso, se plantearia
como la forma mas adecuada para el trafico de mercancias asiaticas hacia
el oriente de los Estados Unidos. Al mismo tiempo, los productos
mexicanos estarian mas pronto en esa misma regi6n. Sus promotores
estaban conscientes de la enorme ventaja que tendria su linea sobre la
del Ferrocarril Nacional Mexicano, que cubria la ruta entre las ciudades
de Mexico y Laredo, con una via angosta incosteable para muchos
productores del centro y sur del pais con metas en los mercados de los
Estados Unidos, pues se debian pagar gastos de maniobra al cambiar la
carga hacia carros que corrian al otro lado de la frontera sobre via standard.
3. EI potencial forestal del occidente chihuahuense representaba la
posibilidad de acarreo de millones de toneladas de productos forestales
y minerales que ya se encontraban en explotaci6n. Era necesaria la
consolidaci6n de una empresa ferrocarrilera que tendria asegurado un
gran negocio. Una vez realizada, la explotaci6n intensiva del bosque y
las minastuvo lugar. Debe quedar claro que los promotores del tren
consideraban ala vecina Sonora como parte de ese "todo" regional. 2 /
4. Dentro del ambito regional, los promotores e inversionistas del ChP
esperaban una bonanza agricola y pecuaria, que s610 seria posible con
la inyecci6n de capitales y tecnologfa a los campos de la sierra y noroeste
del estado, como estaba ocurriendo en la costa del Pacifico.
5. En el plano internacional, pretendia ser puente para las mercancias
asiatic as con rumbo a Mexico y al este de los EUA; convertirse en una
via de "salida rapida" de los EUA alPacifico y ser el trayecto unicode
los productos de Chihuahua hacia el Golfo de Mexico sin la necesidad
de cruzar territorio de los EUAY La espectacularidad del proyecto y su
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viabilidad econ6mica se pusieron de manifiestoalanunciarse en 1908
los contratos firmados para que el tren fuera el inicio terrestre. de una
rutadevapores quepartiria de Topolobamporumbo a Hawaii, Filipinas y
el resto de Asia,con opci6n a abrir otras· mas hacia Australia y los
puertos sudamericanos; las embarcaciones a Europa serian alimentadas
por trenes procedentes de Kansas City, teniendo a Tampico como puerto
de origen una vez que estuvieran concluidas las obras de enrielado a 10
largo de la frontera dellado mexicano. 23
6. El impulso econ6mico a las zonas entonces marginadas no se entendia
s610para el lado mexicano; en los Estados Unidos se pretendia activar
los potenciales mineros y agroganaderos de Nuevo Mexico, del sur de
Arizonay de Utah, integrarse a la zona agricola de Kansas e impulsar la
producci6n en Oklahoma. En la costa occidental de Mexico seguiria el
rio Fuerte, donde se desarrollaban plantaciones de cafia de azucar y
citricos. Desde Kansas City al Pacifico, el sistema ChP cruzaria todas las
vias importantes en ambos paises. 24
Los eslabones perdidos de este proyecto que hemos llamado ChP
aqui, fueron la tardia (1928) conexi6n entre Chihuahua y Ojinaga, el tramo
inconcluso hasta 1964 a traves de la Sierra Madre rumbo a la costa
sinaloense y la nunca iniciada construcci6n de la linea paralela a la
frontera con Estados Unidos para completar el ferrocarril transcontinental Tampico-Chihuahua-Topolobampo, que habria dado esa gran
posibilidad estrategica de conectar ambos ocean os por territorio
mexicano.
Lo promisorio de las tierras nuevas. En un reporte mandado hacer
por la directiva de The Development Company of America, propietaria
en 1903 de lasconcesiones ferroviarias y forestales de 10 que
posteriormente serian las lineas del RGSMP y NorM, se examinaba el
recorrido planeado entre Minaca (Chihuahua) y Douglas (Arizona) y sus
potencialidades productivas. Dicho reporte se fue heredando a los
subsecuentes propietarios de las concesiones. 25
El reporte indica que el ferrocarril seria el sustituto de cerca de cinco
mil animales utilizados para la comunicaci6n entre los campos mineros y
el resto de los centros de poblaci6n del occidente y centro de Chihuahua.
En el valle del rio Papigochi se desarrollaba una agricultura
practicada por rancheros que segun los puntos de vista de los autores
del informe, garantizaban la buena conducci6n del negocio:

[...J hay

ahi muchos buenos habitantes mexicanos quienes
parecen ser mejores que el resto del mexicano ordinario, y,
pienso, descienden directamente de los espanoles. Creo que ellos
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constituirianparte del trafico de pasajeros.EI maiz es el principal producto, no obstante tambien se cuItiva papa, frijol, cebada
yavena;26
Los asentamientos en los valles de Yep6mera y EI Rinc6n tambien
ofrecian un mercado para el tren, aunque en menor escala. Se aseguraban
buenas cosechas de maiz y,papa. EI poderoso vecino de estos rancheros
mexicanos, William R. Hearst, era otro de los objetivos de la compaftia.
Los pastizales a elpertenecientes podrian ser el campo propicio para
una mayor actividad ganadera en esa zona. No quedaban fuera del
conjunto de expectativas los 300 mil acres de bosque con los que
contaban los propietarios de esta concesi6n en la zona de Tutuaca. 27
En los pianos' de Nahuerachi y de Babicora, habia alrededor de
130,000 hectareas de tierra labrantia, pero s610 el 10 por ciento era
cultivado con fines de comercializaci6n. EI autor del reporte calculaba
que el ferrocarril captaria un promedio de 12 millones de toneladas anuales
provenientes de esta actividad. Sin embargo, esto era s610 especulaci6n. EI optimismo del informante an6nimo cerraba su discurso agricola
con dudas: "no sabemos si construida la ruta se darfa este desarrollo
agricola, deberia de ser asi." En los hechos no ocurri6.
-' La linea cruzaria tambien Garcia, Pacheco, y Chuichupa, colonias
ocupadas por inmigrantes mormones, en donde se levantaban pequeftas
pero buenas cosechas de papa, maiz, y avena. Se incluyen tam bien las
tierras adquiridas por lit Development Co., como parte de las concesiones.
Hacia Janos, se encontraban tambien propiedades de importantes
inversionistas extranjeros como Lord Beresford y Louis Booker, asi como
terrenos de la empresa Colonization Co. De ninguno d~ ellos dudaba el
autor del reporte sobre su colaboraci6n para completar el proyecto a
traves de sus tierras. Precisamente esta seria la zona en la que se pensaba
paracruzar la frontera internacional y hacer la conexi6n con la via del
tren EI Paso and Northwestern, para despues unirse a la de la compaftia
EI Paso and Southwestern. 28
En 10 que respecta a las posibilidades de trafico, el informante decia
que debia ser honesto y comunicar que circulaban varias opiniones,
pero que el mismo no habia hecho ninguna estimaci6n. Asi pues, habria
que tener en consideraci6n dos actividades fundamentales: la minera y
la forestal.
Las principales minas del area por la que cruzarfa el tren, Dolores y
Dos Cabezas, producian material suficiente para tener un movimiento
anual calculado en 500 mil tone ladas, pero una vez en operaci6n el
ferrocarril se podria multiplicar por dos 0 tres la producci6n. No habia
otras posibilidades de desarrollo minero por el momento en esa area. 29
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La Development Co. calculaba que dentro de su propiedad habia
tres mil millones de pies de madera. Esto daria al ferrocarril, si se Ie
pensaba orientar por este negocio, un promedio anual de carga de 20.25
millones de toneladas por cuando menos 25 afios. Pero si a eso se afiadiera
la riqueza forestal no perteneciente a la compafiia que existia a 10 largo
de la ruta, deberia agregarse un 60 por ciento mas y eso significaria que
dicho promedio seria de 32.5 millones de toneladas al afio.
EI calculo del hato ganadero a 10 largo de la linea carecia de seguridad
pero se estimaba en unas 126,000 cabezas, 10 cual significaba una
producci6n anual de aproximadamente 20,000 becerros, equivalente a
1.2 millones de toneladas alafio. En el futuro, calculaba el autor, se
podria lIegar a unas 190,000 cabezas con 1.8 millones de toneladas, todas
elias transportables por la proyectada ruta ferroviaria.
En suma, el potencial total de la ruta seria de alrededor de 46.3
toneladas anuales, a 10 se afiadia cierto movimiento local "muy dificil de
estimar" pero que quizapodria aumentar en II millones de toneladas.
Sobre los pasajeros, despues de revisar los balances de las otras lineas
mexicanas, se pensaba que los ingresos por este concepto variarian del
9 al 19 por ciento, pero no estipula con respecto a que. 30 Como se podra
observar, los inversionistas del ferrocarril RGSMP contaban al menos
con un optimista informe de las expectativas que se les ponian enfrente,
contando tan s610 con informaci6n que evaluaba las posibilidades de la
ruta sin considerar las conexiones con otras lineas ya existentes 0 en
proyecto.
La importancia del sistema ChP fue tam bien entendido por el grupo
de inversionistas encabezado por F. S. Pearson, que a finales de 1908
adquiri6 las propiedades de la Development Co. en la regi6n. 31 A pesar
del estallido de la revoluci6n, tuvo un fuerte ex ito econ6mico entre 1910
Y 1914, aunque despues la misma guerra civil provoc6 el desanimo de
los inversionistas por 'las dificiles condiciones expuestas por las
facciones en pugna.
F.S. Pearson y su grupo consideraron su aventura financiera en
terminos mas globales que los anteriores inversionistas. Cuando
adquirieron las acciones del antiguo RGSMP buscaron de inmediato la
integraci6n de todas las \ineas que tocaban la Sierra para completar un
circuito que conectaba las ciudades de Chihuahua y Juarez cruzando
por importantes terrenos mineros, ganaderos, agricolas y forestales del
occidente chihuahuense, teniendo en perspectiva cruzar la cadena de
montafias para internarse a Arizona, Sonora y Sinaloa por distintos
frentes.
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Un rompimiento a medias. Aun cuando las esperanzas puestas en el
sistema que cruzaria la Sierra Madre no fueron del todo alcanzadas, no
todo fue fracaso para el sistema ChP. A partir de la puesta en marcha de
las !ineas del ChP, RGSMP, KCMO y NorM, las caracteristicas que
observaron pueden resumirse en los siguientes aspectos:
1. Sus fines extractivos se cumplieron a cabalidad, a pesar de la revoluci6n
de 1910-1920. El desarrollo de la explotaci6n forestalextensiva en Chihuahua, hasta convertir al estado en el primer productor de madera a partir
de la existencia de los trenes de este sistema ftie una actividad nueva
(los cientos de miles de hectareas desforestadas antes de 1925 en el
noroeste del estado de Chihuahua son mudos testigos de este rotundo
exito).
2. Las empresas mineras de la sierra abatieron considerablemente sus
costos de transporte al contar con vias en puntos muy cercanos a los
centros de producci6n, con trenes que acarreaban los materiales hasta
las plantas de beneficio.
3. La apertura de los mercados mexicano y estadounidense de la carne
para el ganado del noroeste del estado de Chihuahua fue otra realidad
alcanzada.
4. La integraci6n a los mercados de Asia, del Este y Medio Oeste de los
Estados Unidos no se ha venido a replantear sino hasta el establecimiento de nuevos vinculos con los paises miembros de la Cuenca del
Pacifico y con la firma del Tratado de Libre Comercio (NAFTA). En Mexico,
procesos siempre impulsados y controlados desde el centro del pais.
5. Los viejos proyectos de turismo hacia la regi6n con la utilizaci6n del
ferrocarril se quedaron en el papel. Fueron retomados en los afios
cincuenta y sesenta de este siglo, pero sin el entusiasmo que les
caracteriz6 en un principio.
CONCLUSION
La infraestructura ferroviaria del estado de Chihuahua entre 1881 y
1912 se vi6 caracterizada por un fuerte empuje en su construcci6n a
partir del boom ferrocarrilero que vivi6 la ciudad texana de EI Paso a
inicios de la decada de 1880; de hecho, puede considerarse que las !ineas
mexicanas fungieron como ramales de las intercontinentales de los
Estados Unidos.
La promoci6n, y muchas veces la ejecuci6n, de los proyectos de
comunicaci6n por tren fue una empresa en la que tuvieron mucho que
ver sectores de la oligarquia regional y que, en la mayoria de los casos,
decidi6 rutas y atrajo capitales para hacer realidad ese gran suefio de
hacer crecer la economia del estado de Chihuahua teniendo como pivote
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al ferrocarril. Es un hecho que, aun cuando las compafiias se hayan
consolidado en los Estados Unidos y hayan tenido fuertes participaciones de capital britanico, los capitalistas mexicanos del norte tuvieron
muchas de las decisiones en sus manos.
Por los dos ejemplos aqui presentados, se definen dos tipos de
empresa ferrocarrilera en Chihuahua:
a) La que podria calificarse de conservadora, por seguir los mismos
patrones de comunicacion existentes desde la epoca colonial pero que
redefinio de manera definitiva los circuitos productivos y de intercambio
a 10 largo de su ruta;
b) La pionera, cuyo merito fue el intentar abrir nuevos caminos a la
integracion de un mercado nacional e involucrarlo de forma mas intensa
al comercio mundial en su conjunto y no solo a los modelos implantados
en los Estados Unidos a traves de sus rutas de trenes.
La misma burguesia regional que ·patrocino y fomento la construccion de las vias, demostraba que el simple hecho de tener ferrocarriles
no bastaba para impulsar el crecimiento economico y las transformaciones
que se requerian en la sociedad de esa epoca; de manera asociada estaria
la promocion de nuevas y mas intensas actividades productivas que
tendrian un fuerte apoyo en las compafiias ferroviarias. EI tren era
sinonimo de progreso, pero no valia nada, para el inversionista como
para la sociedad entera, si alrededor de las vias no eran creados polos de
desarrollo.
Lo que pudo haber sido Chihuahua como parte integrante y fundamental del proyecto mexicano de finales del siglo XIX, fue fincado en el
desarrollo ferroviario. La grandeza de Mexico, del norte, de Chihuahua,
fue apostada al tren de carga y de pasajeros como resorte del progreso.
La crisis economica y social que sacudio al pais a partir de la primera
decada de esta centuria, provoco el paulatino desvanecimiento de ese
suefio. EI tren siguio su camino, los suefios tomaron otro derrotero.

NOTAS
I. Para efectos de amllisis, en este trabajo hemos considerado como parte de un
s610 sistema, al que denominamos Chihuahua-Pacifico (ChP), a una serie de
compailias y rutas que cruzaron el estado de Chihuahua. De hecho, se trata de
concesiones y compailias distintas, una de las cuales se lIam6 precisamente Chihuahua al Pacifico. Dentro del "sistema" incluimos las siguientes compailfas: I. Rio
Grande, Sierra Madre y Pacifico (RGSMP); 2. Chihuahua al Pacifico (ChP); 3.
Kansas City, Mexico y Oriente (KCMO); 4. Noroeste de Mexico (NorM).
2. Este tema 10 desarrolla Jesus G6mez Serrano, Aguascalientes en fa historia
(Mexico: Gobierno del Estado de Aguascalientes-Instituto Mora, 1988),356-357.
Miguel Vallebueno, "Algod6n y ferrocarriles: el desarrollo de la Comarca Lagunera",
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Transicion 12 (1992), 28-35, ·esboza el conflicto entre el gobierno del estado de
Durango y la compailia porque esta ultima decidi6 trazar la. ruta por la regi6n de la
Laguna y nopor la ciudad 'capital, reforzando asi a los miembros de la elite lagunera,
un tanto distanciados de la de ·Durango.
3. La operaci6nfue duramente criticada por el peri6dico de la ciudad de Guadalajara
La .Republica OccidentalJalisciense, que .afi"rmaba que los recursos del pais se
estaban dejando en manos ·de extranjeros. Citado en Peri6dico Oficial del Estado
de Chihuahua (en adelante POCH), 29 enero, 12 y 26 febrero y 6 agosto 1881.
4. Expresi6n utilizada por Arthur E. Stilwell para caJificar a sus colegas. Vease
David M. Pletcher,Rails, Mines, and Progress: Seven American Promoters in
Mexico, 1867-1911 (Ithaca: American Historical Association and Cornell University Press, 1958).
5. Enrique C. Creel (nacido, Chihuahua 1854; muerteMexico 1931) era hijo de
Reuben W. Creel, comerciante de Kentucky avecindado en la ciudad de Chihuahua
desde 1845 y de PazCuilty, maestra de escuela descendiente de un inmigrante
irlandes. A los 16 aft os el joven 'Enrique tuvo que hacerse cargo del sostenimiento
de la familia cuando su padre, quien' habia sido c6nsul norteamericano en Chihuahua
durante la epoca de la intervenci6n francesa, falleci6 en 1871. En 1880, Enrique C.
Creel entr6 a formar .parte del grupo econ6mico mas' poderoso del estado al casarse
con su prima Angela Terrazas Cuilty,. hija del general Luis Terrazas, cuya actividad
politico empresarialde mas de medio siglo es s610 comparable en el norte de
Mexico con la de EvaristoMadero en Coahuila y Nuevo Le6n. Veanse Mark
Wasserman, Persistent Oligarchs: Elites and Politics in Chihuahua, Mexico, 19101940 (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1993), Capitalists, Caciques
and Revolution; The' Native Elite and Foreign Enterprise in Chihuahua, Mexico,
1854-1911 (Chapell·Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984) y "Enrique C.
Creel: Business and politics in Mexico, 1880-1930," Business History Review 59:4
(1985), 645-662; Alvaro de la Helguera, Enrique Creel: Apuntes biograficos
(Madrid: 1910); Francisco .R. Almada, Gobernadores del Estado de Chihuahua
(Chihuahua: Centro LibreroLa Prensa, 1980).
6. Ver Pletcher, Rails, Mines. and Progress, passim.
7. Vease R. E. Chace, "The Mexico Northwestern Railway Company Ltd., 19081914," Mexico Project, Working Paper No.4 (Downsview: York University, Center for Research on Latin America and the Caribbean, 1982).
8. Ver Pletcher, Rails, Mines, and Progress, passim.
9. Ver Carlos Gonzalez Herrera y Ricardo Le6n Garcia, "Enrique C. Creel y el
desarrollo regional,"ponencia no .publicada, X Encuentro del Desarrollo del
Capitalismo en Mexico, Ciudad Juarez: 1991; Gonzalez Herrera, Le6n Garcia y Noe
Palomares Peila, "·Reflexiones en torno a la modernizaci6n porfiriana en Chihua"
hua," en Actas del Primer Congreso de Historia Regional Comparada, 1989 (Ciudad
Juarez: Universidad Aut6noma de Ciudad Juarez, '1990), 259-270.
10. Enrique C. Creel, "A Trip to Tampico," Chihuahua Enterprise (CHE, 25
abril 1896).
11. Carlos Gonzalez Herrera, Miguel Ahumada. £1 gobernador Porfirista (Ciudad
Juarez: Universidad Aut6noma de Ciudad Juarez, Gobierno del Estado de Chihuahua,
Meridiano 107 Editores, Col. Chihuahua: las epocas y los hombres, 1992), 20.
12. Ligado al FCCMse explicanlos booms de la ganaderia chihuahuense de
exportaci6n en 1883-1'889, 1895 y 1898, favoreciendo de forma muy particular al
general Luis Terrazas. Junto a estos ciclos exportadores, se encuentra la expansi6n
del sistema bancario' chihuahuense: Vease Carlos Gonzalez Herrera, "Chihuahua y
las transformaciones. de las estructuras econ6micas y sociales e'n el periodo anterior a la revoluci6n," en Los lugares y los tiempos, Alejandra Garcia y A. Juarez
(coord.), (Mexico: Nuestr.o Tiempo, 1989), 246-266 Y Ricardo Le6n Garcia, "La
banca chihuahuense durante el -Porfiriato," Siglo' XIX, 'Cuadernos de Historia 1:2
(1992), 9-47.
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13. Veanse Gonzalez Herrera, Le6n Garcia y Palomares Pella,"Reflexiones en
torno," y M. Wasserman, Capitalists, Caciques, and Revolution, 125-126.
14. Ver No!! Palomares Pella, "Mineria y metalurgia chihuahuenses: Batopilas y
Santa Eulalia entre 1880 y 1920," en Actas del Tercer Congreso Internacional de
Historia Regional Comparada 1991 (Ciudad Juarez: Universidad Aut6noma de
Ciudad Juarez, 1992), 307-316.
15. "Libro de la contabilidad de los bienes del general Luis Terrazas, allo 19101911," Colecci6n particular, Chihuahua.
16. En 1911, este negocio Ie significaba a Luis Terrazas entre 600 y 1,000 pesos
al mes; "Libro de la contabilidad."
17. Veanse Carlos Gonzalez Herrera, Ricardo Le6n Garcia et aI., Historia General de Chihuahua, 1880-1940 (Ciudad Juarez: Universidad Aut6noma de Ciudad
Juarez, en prensa) y Carlos Gonzalez Herrera, "La agricultura en el proyecto
econ6mico de Chihuahua durante el Porfiriato," Siglo XIX, Cuadernos de Historia
2:5 (1993), 9-37.
18. POCH, 8 octubre 1881. Las compallias ferrocarrileras desembolsaron mas de
60 mil d61ares mensuales en EI Paso durante 1882 (The Lone Star of EI Paso,
LSEP,3 febrero 1883). EI Progresista de Paso del Norte anunciaba el incremento
en la poblaci6n y en el valor de la propiedad raiz por la pr6xima lie gada del
ferrocarril texano (POCH, 4 diciembre 1880). En 1911, el promedio anual de
carga entre El Paso y Juarez era de 776 millones de libras "y se espera un allo
mejor" (EI Paso Herald. EPH, 21 junio 1911). Vease tambien Oscar J. Martinez,
Ciudad Juarez; el auge de una ciudad fronteriza a partir de 1848 (Mexico: Fondo
de Cultura Econ6mica, 1982), 36-59 y C. L. Sonnichsen, Pass of the North; Four
Centuries on the Rio Grande (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1968).
19. Enrique C. Creel, "A Trip to Tampico."
20. Francisco R. Almada, EI ferrocarril de Chihuahua al Pacifico (Mexico:
Libros de Mexico, 1971) enumera las concesiones que derivaron en la creaci6n de
la empresa del ferrocarril Chihuahua al Pacifico poco despues de la finalizaci6n de
la Revoluci6n Mexicana.
21. Resena condensada de los ferrocarriles de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos,
31 de diciembre de 1910 (Mexico: Tipografica de la Secretaria de Comunicaciones
y Obras Publicas, 1911).
22. EI proyecto original contaba con una ruta entre la ciudad de Chihuahua y el
puerto de Tampico, enlazandose a Saltillo y Monterrey, pero result6 una de esas
ideas jamas convertidas en realidad.
23. The Mexican Yearbook 1908 (New York: McCorquondale, 1909), 391-392.
24. EPH, 14 julio 1903; The Mexican Yearbook 1908, p. 391. Mas importante
aun era el hecho de que la ruta del KCMO era 800 km mas corta que la linea del
Missouri a San Francisco.
25. "Informe sin firma dirigido a F. M. Murphy," Prescott, Arizona, 24 junio
1903, en McNeelly Collection, Northwestern Railroad, University of Texas, EI
Paso Library, carpeta 11.
26. "Informe ", h. 2.
27. "Informe ", hh. 4 Y 13.
28. "Informe ", hh. 8, 11-12.
29. "Informe ", h. 14.
30. "Informe ", h. 16.
31. EI estadounidense F. S. Pearson trabaj6 en el desarrollo de los tranvias
electricos en Boston y Brooklyn; mantenia intereses en la New England Gas and
Coke Co. y en la Dominion Coal Co. Junto con el canadiense B. F. Pearson invirti6
en la Sao Paulo Tramway, Light and Power Co. y en la Mexican Light and Power
Co. F. S. Pearson era el ingeniero electrico consultor mas importante del mundo y
estaba relacionado de una u otra manera con la mayoria de los sistemas hidroelectricos
y tranviarios del hemisferio occidental. Chace, "The Mexican Northwestern Railroad," I.

Of Boundary Shifters and
Disappearing Tribes: Reverberation
between East Africa' and the American
Southwest
JAN BENDER SHETLER

In their recent collection of essays, Confronting Historical-Paradigms:
Peasants, Labor, and the Capitalist World System in Africa and Latin
America (1993), Frederick Cooper, Allen F. Isaacman, et al. outline some
of the ways in which historians of Africa and Latin America are engaged
in meaningful dialogue. In his introduction to the essays, Steve J. Stern
argues that in spite of extreme fragmentation and specialization in historical studies there is also an increasing incidence of "reverberation"
in which scholars now carryon their debates across disciplinary and
geographically defined boundaries. Indeed, it has now become necessary for historians of Africa and Latin America to be comfortable in the
academic discourses of anthropology, linguistics, literature and economics, among others. Confronting Historical Paradigms argues for a
convergence of interests around three interrelated themes common to
both Latin America and Africa-the capitalist world system, struggles
over labor, and the problem of peasantries, I
Historians of Africa have long appreciated the overlapping concerns of Africa and of the African diaspora in the Americas but have
tended to overlook the less obvious reverberation in terms of Native
American history. Anthropologists made these connections during the
heyday of structural-functionalism but let them fall into disuse as universalist theories were discredited. As social history and historical anthropology increasingly meet on common ground, I would suggest that
there are important areas of convergence for scholars of the American
Southwest and scholars of East Africain particular. Historians, anthroJan Bender Shetler is finishing dissertation research as a Fulbright Fellow in
Mara Region, Tanzania, She writes from her farm in Dove Cre~k, Colorado, where
she lives with her husband and two sons,
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pologists, and archaeologists of the precoloniallprecontact eraof each
region are concerned with trying to understand sociocultural change
where different groups practicing different subsistence strategies made
a living and interacted on marginal and fragile ecosystems.
Each set of scholars struggles with older historical paradigms that
assume a linear evolution of "eras" and cultural changes through diffusion. These assumptions have led to similar dead ends in both fields.
Regarding East Africa, the ahistorical assumption that discrete tribes
moved as a unit across the landscape led scholars to speculate about
superior Hamitic peoples from the north who brought civilization to
Bantu-speaking Africa. Archaeologists of the Southwest, meanwhile,
are left with the continuing problem ofthe Anasazi "disappearance" or
"abandonment" hundreds of years before European contact. In each of
these fields, scholars are coming to new understandings about the past
by looking beyond ethnically or culturally assumed categories of human
groups to larger regional systems where peoples who followed different'
subsistence patterns worked out interdependent means of interaction
over the centuries. Researchers are now questioning fixed ethnic identities and exploring the ways in which "boundary shifting" occurred over
time. 2
Two books that have recently appeared point out the exciting convergence and reverberation between these two widely separated geographic areas. Being Maasai: Ethnicity and Identity in East Africa,
edited by Thomas Spear and Richard Waller and A Hopi Social History:
Anthropological Perspectives on Sociocultural Persistence and
Change, by Scott Rushforth and Steadman Upham clearly illustrate
that scholars of similar interests in different geographical areas have far
too little interaction with each other, which in turn necessitates much
"re-invention of the wheel." Each field of study has its own historiographical tradition that includes strengths and weaknesses and that
would benefit from interaction. Both books mentioned above represent
significant collaboration between historians and anthropologists, although the disciplinary boundaries seem to be holding more firmly in
Southwestern studies than in African. 3
It is my hope that this article will spark some of that much needed
"dialogue across fragmented intellectual boundaries and a wrestling with
theory and paradigm as they had been developed in the West."4 As a
historian of precolonial East African history who finds herself living in
the SO,uthwest and listening to the historical debates here, I hope to
perhaps open new doors for further inquiry. Since I know East African
historiography better than Southwestern, my comments tend to come
from one direction, although my hope is that scholars of the Southwest
will provide Africanists with comments from the other direction. When I
read A Hopi Social History, I was struck by the similarities to East Afri-
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can historical issues and debates and by the possibility to learn from
each other. Each set of scholars could be challenged, to entertain new
models or avenues of inquiry that have been useful elsewhere, rather
than to simply accept a universal solution to similar historical problems.
Rushfor~h and Upham's book stands out because their conclusions
concerning the old question of the Anasazi "abandonment" of many
pueblo sites in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries runs counter to past
wisdom based on theories of either depopulation or migration. In spite
of extensive historical and archaeological study in this area that any
African archaeologist would envy, the authors conclude that there still
exists no data to substantiate either mass migrations or high mortality
rates. Rushforth and Upham posit instead that hunter/gatherers and agricultural puebloan dwellers had a long history of interaction in the area,
and developed a flexible "mixed subsistence strategy" that allowed them
to oscillate between sedentary and mobile lifestyles. Archaeological evidence from "limited activity sites" of mobile hunting groups, formerly
ignored in favor of larger architectural sites of puebloan farmers, supports these suppositions. In their tentative suggestion that "different
groups, some relying on strategies emphasizing sedentism and agriculture, some relying on mobility and hunting-gathering, co-existed, perhaps symbiotically." The authors cite African precedents as models that
are at least thirty years old and have been modified and surpassed in
more recent African historiography.s
Past African historiography that dealt with the emergence of the
powerful Maasai pastoralists who dominated the Rift Valley of East Africa beginning in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also assumed
that new groups migrated 'from outside and depopulated the areas in
which they entered through protracted warfare. The essays in Spear and
Waller's volume, though, tell a different story of Maasai pastoralists
living in close symbiotic relationship with Bantu-speaking farmers and
Okiek-speaking hunter/gatherers. The "pastoral revolution" that allowed
Maasai hegemony was only possible within the context of this interdependent system. As pastoralists, the Maasai controlled the source of
storable wealth and were thus able to trade with hunter/gatherers for
honey, wild plants, and meat, and with agriculturalists for grain. The
Maasai diet, despite their ideal of blood and milk, was dependent upon
grain. In times offamine, some Maasai men would trade their women and
children to agriculturalists in exchange for food. Some agriculturalists
adopted Maasai social organization and rituals, and recognized as their
leaders Maasai prophets. Hunter/gatherers often spent time in Maasai
camps as menial laborers, potters, and ironworkers. 6
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Both books I am reviewing here question the common assumptions
about linear evolution, especially claims that humans abandoned earlier
subsistence patterns in response to new innovations. Evidence from
Africa demonstrates that pastoralists, agriculturalists, and hunter/gatherers have coexisted for thousands of years. Richard Elphick' s study of
San hunter/gatherers and Khoikhoi pastoralists in southern Africa provides another example of interdependent relations between distinct
groups. Pastoralist Khoikhoi joined the San and took up hunting when
drought or disaster destroyed their herds, hoping to build up another
herd over time. In good times, San hunters became dependents and laborers for Khoikhoi herders and received livestock in return to begin
their own herds. Elphick uses a dynamic model of interaction to describe
this complex ecological cycle of hunting and herding. Edwin Wilmsen, in
another example from southern Africa, Land Filled with Flies: A Political Economy of the Kalahari, explodes the category of hunter/gatherers that delineates them as archaic evolutionary throwbacks. Instead, he
argues, hunter/gatherers, are important links in regional systems that
involve what scholars have traditionally considered to be more "advanced" civilizations. 7
Corinne Kratz, John L. Berntsen, and Michael Kenny each write about
the Dorobo, or Okiek hunter/gatherers, in the East African Rift Valley as
integral and nonexpendable parts of a larger economy in which each
group has a distinct sense of identity. Richard Waller argues that the
nineteenth-century Rift Valley should be considered as a total regional
resource system in which peoples exploited diverse ecological niches in
this insecure environment and formed an interlocking regional framework of interdependencies, reinforced through networks of kinship and
patronage. Although Rushforth and Upham suggest but do not develop
such a model, a similar line of analysis for precontact societies in the
Southwest may help explain the periodic rise and demise of large-scale
intensive agricultural societies in a marginal arid environment. 8
Scholars of the American Southwest have recently opened up whole
new areas of inquiry by looking at the Southwest as a regional system
rather than in terms of its discrete units. Carroll Riley demonstrated
through the use of early Spanish accounts, archaeology, and ethnography that the "Greater Southwest" had important trade links with
Mesoamerica. Katherine Spielmann further demonstrated similar interdependencies between nomadic plains Indians and southwestern agriculturalists. In both of these analyses, however, southwestern societies, or
the "provinces" that made up the region, are defined by their agricultural components even though Riley briefly acknowledged that hunting
groups "filled the interstices of the Greater Southwest" and "did function as part of the larger polity to the extent that they were middlemen
for trade." Due to a lack of physical evidence, Riley concludes that the
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hunters should be treated as "essentially outsiders in terms of the complex of relationships that linked the various Southwesterners." In a recent review of research on the Southwest, George J. Gumerman
acknowledges a lack of attention to the influence of hunter/gatherer
populations on agriculturalists. Steadman Upham, one of the few to take
up the issue of hunter/gatherer populations, identifies them as indigenous southwestern peoples, different from the Athapaskan groups who
arrived much later from the Great Plains. Upham argues that the existence of some of these hunter/gatherer populations was a result of the
collapse of the puebloan regional system before the arrival of the Spanish, when many agriculturalists turned to a more mobile lifestyle as a
response to crises. 9
In spite of this important work on regional systems and the interactions of agriculturalists and hunter/gatherers, tantalizingly little work in
the Southwest exists that deals with the ethnic identities of these groups,
or with the nature and permeability of social boundaries in the precontact
era. As Linda S. Cordell laments, "Given the rich resources relating to
ethnicity in the Southwest it is disappointing to find that the topic has
received so little attention from researchers." She attributes this in part
to the assumption archaeologists make that modern pueblo identities
correspond largely to their precontact analogues. Cordell cites African
scholarship that could provide models for understanding ethnicity as
being fluid over time. 'o
In contrast, much recent East African literature has been concerned
with the ways in which ethnic identity and economic specialization seem
to converge at particular times and places. Maasai oral traditions about
the creation of the world delineate three categories of people: herders,
hunters, and farmers. This simple division does not accurately describe
the complex ways in which people related to each other in the Rift Valley,
but it does indicate one important way people understood themselves in
relation to others. These ethnic and economic boundaries were constantly crossed as Maasai lost their cattle and "became Dorobo," or
farmers built up their herds over generations and "became Maasai." John
S. Galaty, however, argues in Spear and Waller that these boundaries
were not completely flexible and open, but instead were negotiated in
specific and complex ways-otherwise, they would have had no efficacy as boundaries. J J
In Southwestern historiography, "tribal" names as categories of historical analysis seem to be even more frequently imposed on the past in
rigid and potentiaily misleading ways. Upham, in particular, has challenged interpretations of precontact society in terms of the "ethnographic present." Rushforth and Upham argue for a recognition of a
continuing substratum of hunter/gatherer populations in the Southwest
who have been ignored by archaeologists because of the unobtrusive
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character of their material remains. Yet the authors do not seek evidence
(slim though it might be) as to the identity of these hunter/gathers or
how puebloan dwellers might have slipped in and out of hunting/gathering Iifeways when the need arose. Were these people a separate group
with their own identity or a seasonal manifestation of puebloan society?
What were the institutional mechanisms that allowed people to cross
those boundaries? The possibilities have been obscured by prior assumptions about "Hopi" as a unit of social analysis when a bounded
society of this type may only have existed during reservation years.
How did the meaning of "being Hopi" change over time? When does it
become an anachronism to use this term?12
Joseph Tainter and Fred Plog have similarly criticized the central
archaeological notion of "cultural traditions" such as "Anasazi" or
"Mogollon," identified in Southwestern material remains. In the same
volume, Upham, Patricia L. Crown, and Stephen Plog elaborate on this
critique by using the East African example of Acholi ethnicity that was
documented by Ronald Atkinson. He argues that Acholi identity was a
result of heterogeneous groups gradually forming larger political and
economic alliance networks that in turn led to the adoption of a similar
and distinctive Acholi language and culture. Using this model, Tainter
and Plog reevaluate Southwestern prehistory by starting with assumptions of "cultural heterogeneity and adaptive variability," rather than
the evolution of homogeneous cultural traditions. Others have argued
that archaeologists fundamentally distort the record of the past because
they force all their data regarding material remains into an abstract set of
normative pigeon holes. IJ
By questioning the unit of analysis and moving beyond assumed
categories of ethnic identity, scholars can begin to make sense of the
larger picture of interaction between groups rather than contemplating
each in isolation. It then becomes clear that there is not one set of boundaries, but multiple boundaries and group identities that operate in different circumstances. Rushforth and Upham discuss Hopi social structure
in terms of segmentary lineage, marriage, and religious affiliations, each
of which create different sets of social boundaries. But what are the
possibilities for social mechanisms that connect to people outside the
"Hopi"? In their chapter about the period from 1680-1879, the authors
document the large influx of refugees from the Rio Grande pueblos to the
Hopi mesas. What were the connections (kinship, patronage, trade relations, or religious institutions) between the Hopi and the Rio Grande
pueblos that made this massive movement and settlement of people possible?14
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Rushforth and Upham, in their chapters on social change theories,
include a solid critique of scholars who give prominence to sociocultural contact from outside the society in question, through diffusion or
acculturation theory. They fail, though, to ask a more fundamental question: How does the anthropologist determine the boundaries of those
"different, autonomous sociocultural systems" that come into contact?15
Given the emerging picture of interactions between different ethnic
groups in the Southwest, is it really accurate to use the term "isolation"
at all? Rushforth and Upham use the concept of "isolation" and its subsequent breakdown as a causal factor of social change among the Hopi.
But is their concept of "isolation" an objective state that describes the
absence of contact with others, or only a lack of incorporation into a
nation-state and the capitalist world economy? What is described as
Hopi "cultural conservatism" is an aspect of group identity formed in
relation to others, not in isolation, as recent Southwest scholarship has
so aptly demonstrated. Without the threat of "others" there would be no
need for the conservation of tradition. The "others" against which Hopi
identity has been formed are not just Anglo society, but the many "others" who inhabited the precontact landscape. The explanation of social
stability until 1853 must rest not on a premise of absolute isolation but
rather on the nature and extent of the relations with others that operated
at the time. '6
Just as archaeologists may have missed the presence of hunter/
gatherers because of sparse material remains, so historical ethnographers may have missed the importance of relations with "others" because of sparse remains in the social structure. The remnants of these
connections may be found at the level of informal household strategy
or, as Peter M. Whiteley's work on the Hopi suggests, in questioning
our assumptions about clan structure. In East African historiography,
both Carole A. Buchanan and Gunther Schlee, among others, argue that
the same lineages and clans can be found in different "tribes" and serve
an instrumental purpose in binding people together in different localities for relief, trade, or aIliance. In the Southwest, Hartman H. Lomawaima
demonstrates that Hopi clans today transcend ethnic boundaries and
unite puebloan peoples throughout the Southwest. He uses models from
oral tradition to suggest that the Hopi are not unilineal descendants of
San Juan "basketmakers" but rather a mixture of peoples from all over
the Southwest. Numerous examples from East Africa demonstrate how
people from various ethnic affiliations clustered around powerful ritual
specialists and healers to form new group identities. Identity seems to
have varied according to situation and context. Institutional ties of kinship, patronage, ritual, or trade allowed these various identities to be
caIled into playas the need arose. In the Great Lakes region of East
Africa, David Newbury demonstrates how clan identities were reformu-
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lated as they, in turn, created the identity of the emerging kingdom.
Rushforth and Upham's analysis also includes discussions about the
flexibility of clan organization and function as a key to historical change
among the Hopi. 17
In their sophisticated discussion of the various anthropological theories of persistence and change, Rushforth and Upham posit an underlying cultural continuity with considerable flexibility in sociocultural
arrangements. Yet in their case studies their analysis of the earliest time
periods relies heavily on material explanations of change (demographic,
environmental) while their analysis of later periods allows for more human agency. Rushforth and Upham's treatment of the most recent time
period uses world systems theory without taking into account Steve
Stern's critique of Immanuel Wallerstein, which incorporates much of
Rushforth and Upham's concern for local particularistic factors of change
as opposed to deterministic global factors. Are these discrepancies a
result of the nature of the evidence or of the secondary sources on
which they rely?'8
A recent book in East African history that deals with these same
theoretical concerns about continuity and change through the use of a
specific case study is Steven Feierman's Peasant Intellectuals: Anthropology and History in Tanzania. His work follows various streams of
Shambaa peasant discourse surrounding the concept of "healing and
harming the land" in relation to political leadership from precolonial to
postcolonial times. Feierman, like Whiteley for the Hopi, is interested in
restoring human agency to the historical narrative. But, in contrast to
Whiteley, he goes beyond the agency of the elite to document, for example, women farmers' resistance to conservation schemes, in which
they protested the disenfranchisement of marginal members of society.
Although hegemonic discourse is acknowledged as powerful and diffuse throughout society, Feierman demonstrates the existence and efficacy of counter-discourses created by peasant intellectuals. This type
of approach might look at the destruction of Awatovi, in terms of the
Hopi, less as an example of cultural conservatism and the desire to isolate Hopi society and more as a struggle among some intellectuals to
exert moral control over how those new forces would be integrated. This
approach would concentrate less on the declining relevance of Hopi
lineages and religious/political institutions in more recent times and more
on how older cultural concepts have been used in creative ways by
various groups within Hopi society to deal with a changing historical
context. Although Rushforth and Upham discuss James C. Scott's concept of the "everyday forms of peasant resistance," they do not apply it
to the most obvious Hopi actions. The parallels between indirect "colonial" rule and resistance in Africa and the Southwest are legion. 19
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Southwestern scholars have a much larger empirical knowledge base
in terms of the sheer amount of data regarding population, disease, and
material remains. The historical record also reaches back much further.
Rather than stand in envy of these resources, Africanists might see in
advance the kinds of studies that have yielded the most useful data at a
time when resources for scholarship in Africa are limited. Southwestern
scholars also have a much deeper and richer ethnographic and linguistic
database from which to draw and have experimented with the use of
ethnography and linguistics as historical sources.
I am not arguing that Africanist and Southwestern scholars will find
the same or even similar social patterns in these two widely separated
areas. Rather, since we seem to be working on similar problems, a dialogue between us could suggest modes of inquiry that might not be
considered within the particular historiographic tradition in which we
each work. It is not possible today for a scholar to span the two geographic areas of expertise as a Harold Courlander or a Melville J.
Herskovits might have done thirty years ago, yet it is possible to listen
to each other and to apply useful insights to our own work. The two
books under review-Being Maasai: Ethnicity and Identity in East Africa, edited by Thomas Spear and Richard Waller and A Hopi Social
History by Scott Rushforth and Steadham Upham-are particular reminders that not ,only should historians, anthropologists, and archaeologists be in dialogue, but also that scholars of Africa and the Americas
can learn from each other in unexpected ways. As Stern suggests in his
analogy of the academic household, let's stop leaning out the windows
and open the inside doors which connect the rooms of our separate
disciplines and fields of study to sit down for a talk. 20
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Fray Angelico Chavez, 1972. Pho'to courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, neg.
no. 132817.

In Passing: Fray Angelico Chavez
(Manuel Ezequiel Chavez), ·191 0-1996

NASARIO GARCiA

Fray Angelico Chavez, the oldest of ten children, was born Manuel
Ezequiel Chavez on 10 April 1910 in Wagon Mound, New Mexico, to
Fabian Chavez and Nicolasa Roybal de Chavez. He died in Santa Fe on
18 March 1996, after a long and illustrious career as a poet, historian,
storyteller, archivist, and artist. With his passing New Mexico lost one
of its most luminous treasures.
Fray Angelico held Santa Teresa de Jesus' (1515-15 82), the Spanish
mystic from Avila, in high esteem .In her spiritual biography, Ellibro de
las misericordias de Dios. she declared her passion for religion in this
way:
Since this new death-in-life I've known,
Estrang'd from self my life has been,
For now I live a life unseen:
The Lord has claim 'd me as His own.
My heart! gave Him for His throne,
Whereon He wrote indelibly:
"/ die because / do not die. "
(Peers E. Allison, trans., Sheed and Ward, 1946.)
Like Santa Teresa de Jesus, Fray Angelico made a lifetime commitment to God. On 10 August 1933 he declared himself a Franciscan. "[My]
parents," he once wrote me, "took me to San Diego, California [19111916], where father did carpentry for the Panama-Pacific Exposition, especially the Grant Hotel. There I first heard of Fray Junipero Serra, and
Nasario Garcia is a professor of languages at New Mexico Highlands University in Las Vegas.
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the Franciscan idea first got hold in my mind, if only vaguely." His
"penchant for reading and writing" intensified in Mora, New Mexico.
"My extra reading," he confided, "taught me that the Franciscans had
been the only clergy in New Mexico for two centuries, 1598-1798. This
woke up my California dream of Fray Junipero Serra, and I dreamt of
becoming a Franciscan myself!"
After being accepted to the St. Francis Seraphic Seminary in Cincinnati in 1924, this "Mexican" lad, as he put it, did well in his studies,
thanks to his parents' reading habits and the teaching of the Loretto
Sisters, whom he had come to admire while in Mora. He was also inspired
by his English professor to read John Donne, Lord Byron, and other
poets. Fray Angelico began writing his own poetry in simple and pure
language.
.
As a boy, Fray Angelico Chavez also acquired a taste for art; he
started to cultivate his talent while in Mora, where he did pencil and pen
drawings and painted scenes with water colors. At the St. John the
Baptist Province of the Order of Friars Minor in Cincinnati, a fellow
student gave him a fine set of oil paints. One year Fray Angelico painted
saints and angels for some new Corpus Christi altars, and the Seminary
Rector was so impressed that he began calling him "Fra Angelico" after
Giovanni da Fiesole (1387-1455), the famous Florentine painter. When
Fray Angelico entered the Franciscan Order in 1929, the Rector named
him Fra Angelico. Years later, after he began his publishing career, he
used Fray (the Spanish form) Angelico Chavez as a penname. "This,"
according to him, "helped when it came to non-Catholic editors and
critics."
From 1929 until he was ordained a priest in Santa Fe in May 1937, his
love of poetry and literary prose continued. Upon ordination, he was
assigned to Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish in Pef'ia Blanca, New Mexico
as assistant pastor, where his main task was to attend the three Keres
Pueblos of Cochiti, Santo Domingo, and San Felipe, thus continuing the
work of his Franciscan predecessors. His love and affection for the Indians was mutual, and Indian expressions in his sermons became legendary among the three pueblos.
In 1939 Fray Angelico Chavez's first book of poems, Clothed with
the Sun, was published by top literati of Santa Fe such as Alice Corbin
(founder of Poetry magazine), Witter Bynner, John Gould Fletcher, and
Haniel Long. The last three, whose poetry Fray Angelico had revered in
English textbooks, were nationally famous at the time.
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Fray Angelico Chavez (Manuel Ezequiel ChAvez), 1910-1996. New Mexico Historical Review file photograph. Photo credit: Ravini.
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That same year, he decorated the Pefia Blanca Church with life-size
murals of the Via Crucis, using local people (including his sisters). Prominent artistsqf Santa. Fe took their friends to see them, but in 1987 the
church was destroyed, along with the forty-five-year-old murals. Controversy ensued, but the young priests in charge claimed the murals had
no artistic value. Fray Angelico did not protest.
During the early 1940s he began publishing poems in New York magazines such as Commonwealth, America, and Spirit. From the latter, three
of his works were published in London in Thomas Moults' Best Poems
ofthe Year (1938,1940,1941). Fray Angelicojoined the U.S. Army as a
chaplain in 1943. While at Camp Chaffee, Arkansas, he visited poet John
Gould Fletcher at his estate in Little Rock. Subsequent assignments took
him to Camp Stockton, California, Honolulu, New York, and two beachhead landings on Guam and Leyte. He finished his tour of duty at Ft.
Bliss, Texas, and returned to Santa Fe in 1946 after the war ended.
Meanwhile, he had continued writing and publishing more poetry
and short stories. One story made Foley's Best American Short Stories
in 1948, and a poem was chosen by famous London poet Alfred Noyes
for his Golden Book of Catholic Poetry. In 1963 Fray Angelico was
recognized for his poetic talents by the Catholic Poetry Society of
America.
From 1948-1952, while in the Army Reserves, he was asked to join
the New Mexico National Guard, but intead of being sent to Korea he
was assigned to Europe. From his base in Germany, he was able to visit
Spain and the birthplaces of his ancestors-from Toledo to small towns
in La Mancha and Extremadura. He also visited places near Burgos and
Santiago de Compostela. These sojourns played a pivotal role in his
later writing career.
Toward the end of World War II, Fray.Angelico switched from poetry and short stories to historical research. France V. Scholes, eminent
historian at the University of New Mexico (UNM) in the 1940s and 1950s,
had seen Fray Angelico's criticism of some bad Spanish translations by
a "famous historian." This prompted Scholes to invite him to his home
to discuss New Mexico documents discovered in Sevilla in the 1920s but
never studied at UNM except by Scholes himself. Therein lies the genesis of Fray Angelico's historical books on New Mexico as well as his
articles in the New Mexico Historical Review.
Between 1952 and 1959 Fray Angelico found himself in Jemez Pueblo,
where he continued his historical research. From 1959 to 1964 he served
as the Pastor of St. Joseph Parish in Cerrillos before devoting himself
full time to research and writing.
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Highly prolific in his writings, Fray Angelico published a large volume of work, including articles, monographs, poetry, and short stories,
in addition to over twenty books. Among his most highly acclaimed
works are My Penitente Land; Origins of New Mexico Families; Missions ofNew Mexico, 1776 (with Eleanor B. Adams); La Conquistadora;
New Mexico Triptych; and Lady from Toledo (his only novel), to name
but a few.
In the early 1970s Fray Angelico took a respite from Franciscan life,
although he would spend the next five years (1971-1976) organizing the
Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe; in 1989 he rejoined his beloved Franciscan Order. He spent the remaining years of his life in retirement at St. Francis Friary at the Cathedral of Santa Fe.
Although not one to seek notoriety, Fray Angelico was awarded
honorary doctorates from both the University of New Mexico and New
Mexico State University for his lifelong accomplishments as a scholar
and creative writer. In 1992, at the behest of King Juan Carlos, Fray
Angelico was awarded the medal of the Order of Isabella Cat6lica, one
of Spain's loftiest honors, for his long-standing contributions to Hispanic culture in his beloved state of New Mexico.
In looking across time and space in our state, Fray Angelico the
poet, artist, historian, storyteller, archivist, and Franciscan will always
loom as the consummate humanist. His work, both within and outside
the church, has left a legacy second to none and a memorable imprint for
us and future generations to cherish and upon which to reflect for a long
time to come.
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Treasures on New Mexico Trails: Discover New Art and Architecture. Edited by
Kathryn A. Flynn. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press, 1994. 320 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, bibliography, index. $18.95 paper.)
New Deal art and architecture-ubiquitous elements in New Mexico's public
domain for the past sixty years-have until recently been appreciated mainly on the
local level. With the publication of Treasures on New Mexico Trails. a statewide
perspective has been gained on these creative products of the Great Depression.
New Mexico's federally funded art and architecture programs ofthe 1930s brought
forth a collective body of work with a distinctly regional flavor, emerging from tiny
villages as well as cities throughout the state. Traditional crafts were revived, artists' careers launched, and unique architectural expressions made as a direct result of
government programs in New Mexico during that era. While many of the creators are
now gone, their works-murals, sculptures, paintings, courthouses, post offices,
schools-still surround and enhance our daily lives.
A statewide search for New Deal treasures, launched by the Secretary of State's
office with Kathryn A. Flynn as "lead detective," brought forth the names of 162
artists, hundreds of artworks, and dozens of buildings throughout the state. It also
determined that the present whereabouts of many works of government-funded art
from the thirties are now unknown. Findings of this search-an inventory of New
Deal projects and listings of "mystery art"-are presented here, along with biographies of New Mexico New Deal artists. Historical perspective is provided through
well-written essays on "The Great Depression and Art in New Mexico." by Louise
Turner and Sandra D'Emilio, "Federal Support for Hispanic Art," by Andrew
Connors, and "The Indian New Deal in New Mexico," by Sally Hyer.
Flynn and her associates are to be congratulated for the extensive research that
went into the making of Treasures on New Mexico Trails, Their treatment of the
subject will help make many readers aware ofthe treasures that surround them, and
will hopefully strengthen the case for preserving these architectural and artistic
gems of our not-so-d'istant past. This first edition is a work-in-progress, with a
frankly stated goal oftlushing out more information including, hopefully, the solutions to some of the "unsolved mysteries of art." It is hoped that the book is
successful in this goal, imd that more complete information can be gathered for
another edition to provide an editor the opportunity to correct minor but distracting
flaws such as references to "calvary horses," "Wooton's Tool-House," and the
edible-sounding art medium, "egg and tempura," and to curb an understandable
overuse of "beautiful" as a descriptor. New Deal programs were, as Flynn asserts, a
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"good deal" for New Mexico, serving social purposes while promoting the arts. It is
ironic to note that these clearly successful programs would find little favor on either
count in today's political climate. We cannot know what New Mexico would have
been like without the New Deal, but we can continue to experience the very tangible
benefits that came from these government supported programs of the 1930s.
Susan Berry
Silver City Museum
Silver City, New Mexico
John Muir: Apostle o/Nature. By Thurman Wilkins. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xxvii + 303 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$24.95.)
Thurman Wilkins' John Muir is volume eight in The Oklahoma Western Biographies series. In keeping with the series' intention the study is synthetic rather
than monographic. Consequently, it does not offer any extraordinarily new insight
into Muir's life. It does, however, offer the reader an excellent general primer on
Muir's life. Wilkins brings together primary and secondary materials in reexamining
a variety of the well-known facets of his subject's life, for example Muir's childhood in Scotland, his relationship with an oppressive father, his walk to the Gulf of
Mexico, his years in Yosemite, and his role in the conservation movement's split and
the Hetch Hetchy controversy.
Wilkins' biography does not, however, simply rehash Muir's life. He demonstrates how Muir is important to larger western history issues-notably of course,
western environmentalism. In so doing, Wilkins makes the obvious case that Muir's
environmentalism goes beyond region and is of global and seemingly ageless consequence. Wilkins contends that Muir's environmentalism is so complex and wideranging that it has been able to speak to various environmental philosophies, such as
conservation, preservation, and most recently the bioregional approach. John Muir
also addresses some scholarly debates, for example whether or not Muir can rightly
be labeled a transcendentalist. Wilkins adds two chapters at the end of the book, one
which specifically evaluates the significance of Muir's nature writing, and the other
which is an extended comment on Muir's environmental philosophy (which the
whole book leads up to).
The volume is perfect for those who want an introduction to Muir's life, but it
also is relevant to the knowledgeable scholar who wants a synthetic reintroduction
to this fascinating man. Wilkins' writing ability provides the particular strength of
the volume. Granted, Muir led an often exciting and larger-than-Iife existence, but
in the hands of Wilkins the story of Muir's even mundane episodes does not flag.
Many might complain, however, that the book offers a bibliographic essay instead
offootnotes. Indeed, this is not the intention of the series. I would strongly urge the
publishers to include some sort of statement at the beginning of subsequent volumes-which they did only for the series' first volume, Robert Utley's Cavalier in
Buckskin-explaining why the books do not have footnotes. The publishers might
also better clarify the series' intention. I had to figure these things out for myself.
Peter G. Boag
Idaho State University
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Caddo Indians: Where We Come From. By Cecile Elkins Carter. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xii + 420 pp. lIIustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $38.95.)
In Cecile Elkins Carter's ethnohistory of the Caddos, a people she identifies
with as a "cultural member," she argues that in view of the major political, social,
and environmental challenges to Caddo homes, lands, and lives over time, the Caddos
weathered change well. For Carter, the key to Caddo success was twofold. First,
Caddo leadership, or the Anadarko, responded to threats and adversity with great
poise and skill. Second, Anadarkos continually sought to build and maintain alliances with neighboring tribes, including the Choctaw, Wichita, and many others
with the exception of the Osage. Included in this willingness to forge security with
neighbors was the Caddos' willingness to seek counsel from allied chiefs in dealing
with whites.
In twenty-five chapters, Carter weaves contemporary accounts into the historical narrative through.the use of parallel plots to portray the continuity of Caddo
culture using archaeological, ethnographic, oral, primary, and secondary sources.
Carter's application of this writing technique should serve as a model to other
scholars seeking to write ethnohistory in compelling and analytical prose.
After a brief overview of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century explorers, Carter
begins the story with Sieur de la Salle's first expeditions into the Red River valley in
the 1680s, and his encounter with the Hasinais, one of the three major Caddo, or
Cadohadacho, linguistic groups. From the Hasinais' contact with la Salle in the
1680s to the removal of the Caddos to Indian Territory in 1859, Carter's synthesis
builds on what Robert Berkhofer calls the New Indian History in at least three
ways. First, instead of placing the Caddos in an Old versus New World dichotomy,
she reveals the multiple and dynamic declines and renascences of Caddo history.
Second, Carter adopts a regional approach, that allows Caddos and others to transcend barriers of ethnicity and nationality in a broad, geographic framework, ranging
from the Arkansas on the north, the Mississippi on the east, and the Brazos on the
west. Third, as an interdisciplinary scholar and as a cultural member of the Caddo
tribe, Carter adopts the actors' point of view extraordinarily well. Her incorporation of oral accounts into the monograph demonstrates the multidimensionality of
the study.
Where Carter falters, however, is in chronological framing. If continuity is the
real sticking point from the seventeenth century to the present, and if twentiethcentury oral accounts bolster that assertion, then why break the historical narrative
in 1859-61, with the end of the trek to Indian Territory? The Caddos who left the
Brazos River reserve in Texas undoubtedly experienced trial and tribulation in this
move, but what happened after their arrival in what later became Oklahoma? We
learn in a very brief account of Caddo matriarch Julia Edge that a new agency was
established in 1871 at Anadarko, Oklahoma, that Caddos served in both of the
twentieth century's world wars, and that generational relations continued to be as
contentious and dynamic as always. It seems that much remains unanswered, however. Does the period 1859-61 represent significant discontinuity with the past,
and, if so, was this related to the Civil War's impact on Indian Territory? Great
change occurred after 1860, as Caddos' participation in both world wars suggest,
but what are the implications of this change for cultural continuity?
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Despite these unanswered questions, Carter's tribal history of the Caddos
clearly answers the question "Where We Come From" and adds much to the literature on American Indian ethnohistory.
Jerry A. Davis
University a/New Mexico

Crimes and Misdeeds: Headlines/rom Arizona's Past. By W. Lane Rogers. (Flagstaff, Arizona: Northland Publishing, 1995. 155 pp. Illustrations, bibliography,
index. $9.95 paper.)
W. Lane Rogers has assembled fourteen chapters of crimes and misdeeds that
have made headlines in the course of Arizona history. Rogers does this in his flowing
writing style that makes the book difficult, if not impossible, to put down once
started.
Many long time residents of the state can remember some ofthese headlines, or
have been told about the more famous: Dillinger's capture by the Tucson Police
Department, Winnie Ruth Judd, who stuffed her victims in trunks to send by train
to Los Angeles in order to dump them in the Pacific to cover up her heinous crime,
or the infamous raid on the polygamous families in Short Creek on the Arizona Strip
between the Colorado River and Utah's southern border. Others are equally interesting for historians, crime buffs, and anyone looking for a good read.
Northland Publishers of Flagstaff, Arizona has designed a compelling cover for
this volume with an old, archival photograh of John Dillinger's piercing eyes staring
directly from the ominous, sneering expression on his face. Interior illustrations add
to the excellent text.
Rogers accomplishes an intimacy with his subjects, not only with his writing
style, but also with the depth of his research. Such details as the manner and strategy used by Tucson police officers to capture Dillinger and his associates put the
reader on the streets of the city in 1934. The story does not end in the Tucson jail.
Rogers follows the crooks to Crown Point, Indiana where the main man escaped to
continue his lifestyle of crime until Dillinger finally met his death at the hands of
federal agents in Chicago.
Arizona's last train robbery in 1922, one that was bungled, becomes humorous
as Rogers unfolds the story in his easy, readable way. Gunplay in the Old Pueblo is
yet another gem out of the past. Rogers has artfully selected a grand array of crimes
and misdeeds to write about. This book should glean readership throughout the
country, and should be a reminder from the past that crime does not pay.
John Duncklee
Alpine, Arizona
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Life on a Mexican Ranche. By Margaret Maude McKeller. Edited by Dolores L.
Latorre. (Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: Lehigh University Press, 1994. 228 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $38.50.)
Life on a Mexican Ranche should prove to be a fascinating look into the daily
life of an immigrant New Zealand-Australian-Scot family surviving on a ranch in
Coahuila, Mexico, in the 1890s, for anyone who ventures into the book. Notwithstanding its occasional historical errors (for example, King Ferdinand VII, not
Ferdinand II, ruled Spain in 1820, p. 20), this is a well-written piece.
Spanish-born anthropologist Dolores Laguarta Latorre, a specialist on life in
northern Mexico among the Kickapoos, undertook to edit and publish Margaret
Maude McKellar's 1892 collection of articles which had appeared in a New Zealand
periodical of that day. She describes the McKeller family's brief stay at Las Rucias
ranch in northern Mexico from the fall of 1892 to the summer of 1895. In her essays,
McKellar presented the challenges that she and her relatives encountered at Las
Rucias almost daily: from dealing with a language foreign to them all, to adjusting to
radical changes in their diet, weather conditions, and so forth, to the tragic murder of
McKellar's husband.
A special feature of McKeller's articles-an aspect that the editor left untouched-was that she wrote in such a manner so as not to hide the prejudices of her
time against the Mexican people. While she and her family often exhibited what
seemed to have been condescending attitudes toward the Mexicans, the McKellars
appeared on other occasions to greatly admire those very same people. Moreover,
McKellar, writing in her gentle way, was not above poking fun at her own relatives
for their incapabilities regarding using Spanish.
The chapter notes provided in Life on a Mexican Ranche were excellent. Delightful to the scholar, the notes would be of considerable aid to the popular reader
in referencing terms used, political conditions in Mexico, historical background, et
cetera. Overall, this book should be a pleasurable experience in historical reading.
Patrick Foley
Journal ofTexas Catholic History and Culture

The Legal Culture ofNorthern New Spain. 1700-1810. By Charles R. Cutter. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995. xii + 227 pp. Illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)
In this elegant, short survey, Charles Cutter has given Borderlands scholars a
badly needed description of Spanish legal institutions covering New Mexico and
Texas (but not Arizona and California) in the period between 1700-when surviving
documents appear-and 1810, when the drive to Mexican independence begins and
Spanish sovereignty starts to crumble. Using sources ranging from background
Castilian legal institutions to directives establishing ultramarine legal structures, to
their particular expression in more than 600 actual civil and criminal cases, Cutter
describes a Borderlands legal system that existed, that was understood, and that, by
and large, worked.
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Simply in accomplishing that, Cutter helps overcome a couple of centuries
denigrating eighteenth-century Borderlands law as at best the crudest form offrontier justice. As such, The Legal Culture ofNorthern New Spain breaks the same new
ground for legal institutions that Marc Simmons' Spanish Government in New Mexico
(1968) did almost thirty years ago for Borderlands government bodies.
Both books grew out of University of New Mexico doctoral dissertations.
Cutter's book, like Simmons', never quite shakes its academic shackles. Some parts
of The Legal Culture ofNorthern New Spain seem overwrought and over-intellectualized. For example, what are we to make of sentences like this one from the book's
conclusion: "[t]he convergence of crown and subject in the administration ofjustice
underscores the consensual hegemony that characterized the Spanish colonial regime"? Other parts never quite touch the kind of detailed law-in-action which tells
how an idealized system in fact grounds itself.
Generally, The Legal Culture stresses the processes of eighteenth-century
New Mexico and Texas law over its substance and the structure of law over its
contents. In this context, Cutter's chief conclusion, that there was more law on
these frontiers during this period than previously acknowledged, is new and true
and important.
The conclusion is not as enlightening as it might have been, however, had Cutter
gone further in suggesting what that law was and how its implementation worked to
mold colonial New Mexico and Texas societies. The 600 civil and criminal cases that
Cutter reviewed surely do more than suggest the general legal structure of which
they formed a part. Those cases are the concrete embodiment of the substance of
frontier justice and we could learn a lot more from their particulars than Cutter
provides here. For example, Ram6n Gutierrez's When Jesus Died the Corn Mothers
Went Away (1991) makes much more exciting (and controversial) use of some of the
same case materials by focusing on their contents.
There are other small cavils with the focus of this book. Cutter is clearly
correct in stressing the importance of the role of colonial New Mexico governors in
legal affairs. Surely eighteenth-century New Mexico governors Velez Cachupin and
Mendinueta deserve the reputations they enjoy as particularly strong legalists.
Cutter doesn't show us why, however.
Some comparative law also would have strengthened the unique portrait that
Cutter offers. The New Mexico governors of the period Cutter covers were remarkable for the executive, legislative, and judicial powers they simultaneously exercised. Separation of powers, so characteristic of our common law tradition, was
completely alien to the Spanish colonial one in New Mexico. The merger of power
in the governor lent a strange tinge to the administration of justice here. Some
recognition of these contrasts would have better brought out the unique system that
Cutter describes.
These minor complaints ask Cutter to write a different and longer book. The
one that he has written breaks new ground on its own terms. The Legal Culture of
Northern New Spain is an indispensable, unique, and new addition to Borderlands
legal studies.
Em Hall
School ofLaw
University ofNew Mexico
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Hero of Beecher Island: The Life and Military Career of George A. Forsyth. By
David Dixon. (Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press, 1994. xviii + 257 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $32.50.)
Hero of Beecher Island is an apt title for a biography of George Forsyth, the
officer heralded in his own time and ever after for personal heroics in one of the
West's timeless sagas. The nine-day siege at Beecher Island, Colorado, in September 1868, between a small detachment of frontier scouts commanded by Forsyth
and several hundred Cheyenne Dog Soldiers led by Roman Nose was a critical
episode in the extended Indian conflict occurring on the central plains following the
Civil War. First Lieutenant Frederick Beecher, Forsyth's second in command, and
four scouts were killed during the siege, and so was Roman Nose and some thirty
Cheyennes. Roman Nose's death shattered the Indians' spirit and the Cheyennes
eventually fled, but several more days passed before a relief force of Tenth Cavalrymen arrived from Fort Wallace, Kansas, to close the episode. The nation's media
immediately seized upon the epic qualities of the fight and transformed Forsyth and
his small beleaguered band into a literal metaphor for the triumph of Christianity
and civilization over barbarianism. Forsyth was touted as one of the army's ideal
soldiers, and despite personal setbacks later in life, that reputation was genuine and
followed him to the grave.
The hero of Beecher Island was, indeed, a thoroughly competent soldier. Admitted to the Illinois bar before the Civil War, Forsyth was among the first from his
state to volunteer for wartime service. Forsyth's valor in several engagements eventually came to the attention of Phil Sheridan, one of Grant's chief lieutenants, and he
was soon invited to join the general's staff. Their association outlasted the war and
nearly two more decades as Sheridan subsequently commanded the Army's Military Division of the Missouri in Chicago. Mostly Forsyth was Sheridan's military
secretary and headquarters manager, but he also frequently traveled and represented
his patron, as when he helped organize the "royal hunt" in 1872 for Russia's Grand
Duke Alexis, surveyed later that year for the site of a "peacekeeping" fort in the
recalcitrant Mormon kingdom, joined Custer's expedition to the Black Hills in 1874
where gold was confirmed among the grassroots, studied the principal armies ofthe
world in 1875-76 with the army's chief policy maker and reformer, Emory Upton,
and participated in Sheridan's survey of the Custer Battlefield in 1877. In 1881,
Forsyth sought relief from staff duty and was assigned to the Fourth Cavalry, then
stationed in the Southwest. Forsyth remained with the Fourth until his retirement
from the army in 1890, an action hastened in the end by a growing mental instability
due, according to examining physicians, to head wounds received at Beecher Island.
In all, this is a thoroughly satisfying examination of one of Sheridan's "everywhere men." In fleshing out Forsyth's story, author David Dixon, an assistant
professor of history at Slippery Rock University, made skillful uses of several
significant collections of Forsyth papers plus his Appointment, Commission, Personal (ACP) file in the National Archives. Such abundant personal documents allowed an oft-times intimate look at this interesting, competent, and genuinely heroic
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soldier. As well, a generous array of maps and photos'help round out Dixon's text,
which is skillfully-often sprightly-written. Hero ofBeecher Island is destined to
be classed evermore among the essential works on the people and times of the Old
Army.
Paul L. Hedren
National Park Service
Williston, North Dakota

Bibb: Hours That Linger, 1919-1924. By M. B. Reynolds. (Albuquerque, New
Mexico: n.p., 1995. 114 pp. Illustrations. $25.00 cloth:)
Bibb: Hours That Linger is a collection of letters written from 1914 to 1924 by
the Bibb family, and stories from the author's recollections that provide a view ofa
rural family trying to get along and determined to keep in touch despite the distance
and circumstances separating them. Addressed to George Bibb, the letters give more
information about other Bibbs than about him. Although the collection is not comprehensive, it does project the family members' independence, determination, and
energy in finishing what they set out to do, despite the consequences. It also imparts a sense of restlessness and of individuals moving about the countryside in
cycles of work. A few notations provide a national context through brief glimpses of
rural life in Tennessee during World War I, including violence meted out to people
thought not to fully support the war, and of local instances of the 1918 influenza
epidemic.
At fourteen, Dee Bibb left his Butler, Oklahoma childhood home to work as a
cowboy and rodeo performer; he later held championship titles in steer wrestling.
His brother George, an excellent roper, accompanied him on the rodeo circuit. Their
love and talent for music sometimes gave them employment, too. Both were family
men who enjoyed long marriages to women who alone managed the family ranches in
their husbands' absences. Their sister Myrtle was also on the move, selling novelty
advertising as she traveled alone all over the Southwest. Younger brother Bremond
remained to run the home ranch with his parents.
Readers will enjoy the reminiscences of the author (Dee and Rose Bibb's daughter), as well as the correspondence. One of her most vivid descriptions concerns her
mother's ranch adventures while her father competed on the rodeo circuit. Another
details the author's trip as a seven-year-old with her parents and her younger
sister, Ruth, by wagon from Butler, Oklahoma to Las Vegas, New Mexico in 1923.
Bibb Hours is a pleasant addition to Southwestern history.
Sandra Varney MacMahon
University ofNew Mexico
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Early Innings: A Documentary History ofBaseball. 1825-1908. Edited by Dean A.
Sullivan. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994. xix + 312 pp. IIIustratipns,
tables, bibliography, index. $47.00.)
Dean Sullivan's thoughtfully prepared compendium reveals that baseball expanded and professionalized alongside the American nation, that its origins are
controversial, and that current disputes between players and owners are nothing
new, Early documents relate the rules of play while memorandums and reports
outline the organizational history of the leagues. Sullivan has not edited a sports
book but a true work ofarchival history. Still, the flavor of the game comes alive
through numerous game summaries and box scores.
Before the Civil War, urban clubs played friendly challenge matches in open
fields. The Civil War era brought enclosed stadiums, with paid admission, as well as
paid athletes who rapidly displaced the amateur players. The first professional
team formed in 1869 and two years later the National League established ten salaried
teams. A rival league, the American Association, challenged the new order but the
two agreed to co-exist in the 1880s and have done so ever since.
The ongoing battles between players and owners, which come alive through
these documents; ring all too familiar in today's headlines. Players who protested
salary caps and other restrictions attempted to form unions, but they were thwarted
by increasingly powerful owners. Team executives reaped profits with larger crowds,
better games, and the emergence of star players. Teams with women and minorities
were ignored or even banned by the leagues. At the dawn of the twentieth
century, baseball reflected the larger realities of American life.
A 1905 owners' commission examined the origins ofthe sport. Baseball clearly
showed a strong similarity to cricket. A more compelling "creation myth" for the
owners, however, held that future Civil War general Abner Doubleday organized
unique games of "Town Ball" in 1830s New Yark. From the "idyllic village of
Cooperstown," concludes Sullivan, "the origin of baseball was located in
small-town America, courtesy of an American hero" (p. 285).
Sean H. McMahon
Florida State University

San Antonio de Bexar: A Community on New Spain's Northern Frontier. By Jesus F.
de la Teja. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995. xv + 224 pp.
Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)
Frank de la Teja documents the process of community formation among the
eighteenth-eentury settlers who founded and developed San Antonio de Bexar. This
thorough study reveals that a common struggle to survive in an isolated frontier
outpost allied diverse groups of settlers such as immigrants from the Canary Islands, civilians and soldiers who migrated from adjacent regions of northern New
Spain, and Native Americans incorporated into the local populace. As the eighteenth century progressed, the increasing ethnic mix among e1ectees to the town
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council, the marked tendency of residents to identify themselves as a single community, the ritual extension of kinship ties through compadrazgo (godparentage), and
extensive intermarriage reflected the growing integration of the various groups into
a relatively homogenous community.
This commonalty did not preclude family rivalries, attempts to monopolize
land and water rights, other political disputes, and differences in social class among
local residents. Thus the Bexar "community" was comprised of various factions and
subcommunities which, although in a constant state of flux, were a consistent element of this frontier society. De la Teja's book, and I suspect the extant primary
sources themselves, do not provide as clear a picture of these subgroups as they do
the overarching sense of community that transcended the conflict, compromise, and
class differences among Bejarei'ios. Apparently, insufficient data also precluded a
detailed examination of efforts to establish local schools.
One striking feature of this volume is the depiction of human lives and events
in eighteenth-century Bexar. This narration complements the scholarly analysis of
demographic trends, land development policies, economic conditions, employment
opportunities, local politics, and public ritual. For example, along with a clear exposition of early ranching practices and an evaluation of their importance, the author
introduces families who engaged in this enterprise like the Traviesos, Arochas,
Menchacas, and Zambranos. Similarly, the reader encounters San Antonians at activities like carneadas (meat hunts of wild cattle), religious processions and ceremonies, bullfights, dances, the opening of acequias, and the cornerstone laying for
their parish church.
This work, which is based on de la Teja's widely acclaimed dissertation, adds
significantly to earlier studies like Tejano Origins in Eighteenth-Century San Antonio (1991) by its extensive citation of primary documents and its explicit focus on
the mechanics of community formation. The book is valuable for anyone interested
in Texas history, frontier life in colonial New Spain, borderlands studies, or the
interdisciplinary analysis of the social processes that shape local communities.
Timothy M. Matovina
Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles

Seeking Pleasure in the Old West. By David Dary. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
. Inc., 1995.335 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)
This nostalgic overview of how U.S. westerners amused themselves during the
1800s comes from the head of the School of Journalism at the University of Oklahoma. He has written six other books, including Cowboy Culture and Entrepreneurs
ofthe Old West.
Dary's chapters survey Indians, early explorers and travelers, mountain men,
Mississippi River towns, emigrants, soldiers, cowboys, homesteaders, miners, railroaders, prairie townspeople, desert southwesterners, and Pacific northwesterners.
This is old western history with no heroic efforts to include women and/or
non-Indian ethnic minorities. Anecdotes taken mostly from well known published
sources are strung together in a readable narrative with prolific, well-chosen photographs.
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Dary is too genteel to discuss such amusements as homosexuality and masturbation, but he does point out that some Indian tribes. freely shared life's greatest
pleasure-sex-with whites, approving free association of their women with white
men. Palefaces, of course, generally charged for the services of their women.
Among many tribes, gambling was a favorite pastime. Dray fails to make
twentieth-century connections such as how eagerly Indians have resorted to gambling on most reservations. Nor does he explain whether Indians had a word and
concept for "pleasure."
Dary makes mistakes on turf with which I am familiar and presumably elsewhere. The Denver Club was I)ot one ofthe "exclusive clubs for cattlemen" (p. 140),
but founded and run by bankers, businessmen, mining men, and railroaders who let
in a few cattlemen. Nor was the Windsor Hotel "Denver's first saloon-dance hall"
(p. 2 16). Such joints had existed in Denver for at least twenty years before the
Windsor opened in 1880. Denver's Apollo Hall did not later house the Criterion
Concert Hall (p. 2 I6) which stood a block away at what is now ISIS Larimer Street.
These are minor flaws in a good book that is especially valuable for tracking down
origins and explanations of games, folktales, songs, and other diversions.
New Mexico readers may be offended by the inclusion of a tale in which a
Texan indignantly pulled out of a high stakes card game after a New Mexican gambler anted up a deed to all of New Mexico Territory. General readers and scholars
should find this a well-written, well-indexed, and documented compendium of
pleasures now largely obsolete in the age of computer games, CDs, and television.
Thomas J. Noel
University olColorado at Denver

Unsubmissive Women: Chinese Prostitutes in Nineteenth-Century San Francisco.
By Benson Tong. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xix + 300 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Every historian of women needs to measure the individual agency of women
against the social structures of gender subordination. In the case of Chinese immigrant prostitution, this is no easy task. For nineteenth-century Anglo Americans,
Chinese prostitutes symbolized abject submission, but for twentieth-century feminist historians, subordination could not (quite) crush individual agency. For Benson
Tong, the scale tips even further. In' Unsubmissive Women, Tong acknowledges the
oppression Chinese prostitutes faced, but prefers to emphasize their "enduring
spirit of resistance and unflinching courage." "Their history," he writes, "testifies to
the power of marginal groups" (p. 197).
Ironically, the strengths of Tong's book contradict this argument. In the firstand best-chapters, Tong adds depth and detail to the sketchy outline of the history
of Chinese immigrant prostitution. Supplementing a wide range of secondary accounts with statistical, governmental, and missionary sources, he paints a carefully
nuanced picture of the reasons so many Chinese women ended up as immigrant
prostitutes and offers a fine account of the operation of the various groups, from
American immigration officials to local, state, and federal governments to Chinese
"fighting tongs," that controlled them.
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When, however, Tong stretches his survey of social structures into an argument
about the resistance of Chinese prostitutes, the weaknesses of the book stand exposed. The biggest disappointment is a chapter on violence in which, having raised
the crucial-and often neglected issue of violence against women, Tong vastly underestimates its frequency. Naively assuming that violence against women can be measured by police reports and local newspaper coverage, he finds so few examples of
it that he concludes that "prostitutes faced the threat of violence ... but few
actually saw it on a regular basis" (p. 158). In a somewhat more persuasive final
chapter, he argues that many women "found a way to leave the exploitative sphere"
of prostitution by entering marriages (p. 191).
. How exploitative these marriages might have been is a question begging to be
answered, but it falls beyond the scope of Tong's book, which covers Chinese
prostitution in its least oppressive period, the three decades between 1850 and the
passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Although I would wish for a more
extensive and less sanguine interpretation, Unsubmissive Women fills a big gap in
the literature of American western history. As the only book-length treatment of
the history of Chinese immigrant prostitution, it earns a place alongside Lucie Cheng's
pathbreaking 1979 article "Free, Indentured, Enslaved: Chinese Prostitutes in
Nineteenth-Century America" (Signs 5, pp. 3-29).
Peggy Pascoe
University of Utah

Women and Power in Native North America. Edited by Laura F. Klein and Lillian A.
Ackerman. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. x + 294 pp. Maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
This anthology consists of twelve anthropological case studies as well as an
introduction by the editors and a conclusion by Daniel Maltz and JoAllyn
Archambault. In some essays, historians may wish for more historical context, but
the authors have clearly located their subjects geographically and culturally, and
they have provided a largely jargon-free account of how each culture structures
gender.
The question that the editors posed to their contributors is "whether men and
women have equal status" (p. vii): The debate over this issue dates to Michelle Z.
Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere's anthology, Women. Culture. and Society (1974),
which assumed universal subordination of women. The essays in this volume refute
that assumption and contribute to the line of argument developed in Mona Etienne
and Eleanor Leacock's Women and Colonization (1980), which presented studies of
autonomous, influential, or powerful women whose status declined as a result of
colonization.
The essays, however, do far more than bolster fifteen-year-old assertions.
They demonstrate the enormous variety of gender conventions and relations from
the male~dominated Inuit and Creek to the Seneca and Navajo who accorded considerable power towomen. In doing so, these essays provide a road map for examining
gender and, more specifically, the role and status of women. The division of labor
and the control of its product, the extent of individual autonomy, mythic representations, and the hierarchical or egalitarian nature of relationships all contribute to
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the status of women. But as these essays show, the analysis of culture and the
interpretation of evidence are far more complex than we might suspect. In'his essay
on the Chipewyans, Henry Sharp challenges our ethnocentric conception that in
this hunting society men dominate the economy because they kill the game: "Without the labor of the women to. process the raw material into usable form, the production efforts of men accomplish little.... The finished product [of women] is what
leads to status, influence, and reputation [for men]" (p. 58). In her essay on the
Tlingit, Laura F. Klein refutes the notion that gender equality only exists in classless
bands of hunter-gatherers: ... traditional T1ingit society focused on kinship and
wealth as criteria for individual rank, respect, and authority, and those factors
would be equally valued and perceived in both sexes" (p. 31). As Alice Kehoe
phrases it in her essay on the Blackfoot: "Talking about Indo-European gender
categories misses the point" (p. 124). As a result, these essays encourage a new
vocabulary that includes autonomy, complementarity, and gender equity.
In the conclusion, however, scholars are cautioned against creating an idealized
view of gender relations. The contributors to this volume have attempted, with
varying degrees of success, to avoid this trap by examining theoretical issues of
power, status, and equality within specific cultural contexts developed through
fieldwork and ethnohistoric research. Historians who insist that gender is intrinsic
to historical inquiry and discourse can find much common ground in this volume.
Theda Perdue
University ofKentucky

Albert Eugene Reynolds: Colorado's Mining King. By Lee Scamehorn. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xix + 308 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $37.95.)
Among the legion of Colorado mining magnates, the name of Albert Reynolds
does not gain instant .recognition. That is too bad for A.E. Reynolds, as he was
better known, was a significant individual in Colorado history.
Reynolds shunned publicity and lived a quiet Victorian family life; however,
he led a fascinating life that mirrors so much of the last forty years of the
nineteenth-century western experience. He was a post trader at forts in Colorado,
Texas, and Indian Territory and a licensed trader to the Arapaho and Cheyenne.
Reynolds ranched onthe:high,plains and made enough money from all these occupations to plunge into Colorado mining. Nor did he abandon agriculture when. he
centered his activities in Colorado; he owned farms near La Junta including one'
covering the site ofBent's 'Fort.
Before he died, Reynolds arguably owned more mining property than any other
Coloradan. The San Juans in western Colorado gave him his greatest success; at
Ouray, Telluride, and Creede;'Reynolds operated profitable mines. Once hooked on
mining, he stayed with it throughout the tumultuous years of the 1880s and I890s
always searching for new 'strikes, new bonanza mines. Gunnison County, Caribou,
Summitville, and Aspen were some of the areas where he operated mines. Reynolds
was also involvedin;the'famous Apex litigation in Aspen. Nor did he abandon the
industry when it decliried.'Reynolds was still active in 1921, even though. he had lost
his mining properties.
.
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Lee Scamehorn keeps his subject in focus using Reynolds' business papers.
This approach provides a rare inside view of Colorado mining and to a lesser degree,
agriculture. Of interest also is the last chapter, "The Legacy," that details the Reynolds
family's efforts to continue mining operations. Unfortunately for them, they ended
up as part of the Summitville disaster in the 1990s and now potentially face Environmental Protection Agency and government legal action over reclamation.
University of Colorado professor Scamehorn has written a perceptive, evenly
balanced portrait of Reynolds and his varied activities. Reynolds is sometimes
elusive, but that is the fault of the subject, not the author. This well-paced, clearly
focused biography has given A.E. Reynolds the recognition and place that he deserves; it is a must read for those people interested in Colorado, mining, business,
and western history.
Duane A. Smith
Fort Lewis College

Islands in the Desert: A History a/the Uplands a/Southwestern Arizona. By John P.
Wilson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995. xxii + 362 pp.
lIIustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.)
" As defined in this study, islands in the desert comprise the scattered mountain
ranges that rise above the desert floor in southwestern Arizona. Running roughly
east from Tucson to the New Mexican border, and from Mexico north to the San
Carlos Apache reservation, this region contains a number of significant highlands,
including the 10,700 foot Mt. Graham. Most of these uplands are within the
Coronado National Forest. Historical consultant John P. Wilson uses this diverse
area as a backdrop to trace the course of human activity within this environment.
His account begins with a detailed description of the natural setting, then proceeds
to chronicle the Spanish, Mexican, and American eras, focusing most heavily on
mining, ranching, lumbering, and recreation. Inserted along the way is an interesting
look at the military use of these lands during the Mexican Revolution.
The study was commissioned by the U.S. Forest Service as a history of the
Coronado National Forest. Although the author has expanded the original text, it
nevertheless r"emains a specialized book that is restricted to the human uses of
Forest Service land. As such, the reader is given a somewhat uneven narrative.
Although the dust jacket legitimately proclaims that familiar events are bolstered
with fresh information, most facets of the overall story, including the Spanish entrada
and the Indian wars, cover well-worn ground. In fact, the bulk of the new information is confined to the sections on mining, ranching, and homesteading. Although
valuable, this material is presented in a rather uninspired form. The chapter on
mining, for example, is organized according to mining districts, with short sketches
on every known operation. Of obvious interest to mining historians and forest
officials, the general reader is likely to lose interest.
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Overall, Islands in the Desert will be beneficial to those with a special interest
in southwestern Arizona. It is well written with good illustrations and maps, but the
obvious aura of an institutional history lingers.
Robert A. Trennert
Arizona State University

Los Dos Mundos: Rural Mexican Americans. Another America. By Richard Baker.
(Logan: Utah State University Press, 1995. ix + 294 pp. Illustrations, bibliography,
index. $24.95 paper.)
In Los Dos Mundos, an ethnography of the community of "Middlewest" in
southwestern Idaho, sociologist Richard Baker examines the distinct worlds of its
contemporary Anglo American and Mexican American residents. It is the first major
academic work on Mexican Americans in the state, and the first detailed community
study of Mexicans in the Pacific Northwest. The study is based on author interviews of local Mexican Americans and Anglos, attendance at public meetings, and
ongoing contacts with key information for a period of more than a year.
The author's central concern is inequality between Mexican Americans and
Anglos, which he probes from comparative assimilationist, pluralist, and exploitative models of race relations. He suggests that in recent years sociologists have
used the notion of institutional racism, in which social institutions, whether by
design or not, operate to deny opportunities to minority groups. But he suggests
that it is necessary to move beyond impersonal institutions and delve into the
ideological underpinnings of inequality.
The large-scale settlement of Mexican Americans in Idaho follows a much
longer history as migrant agricultural workers, particularly in the sugar beet industry. While there were only 3341 permanent Mexican American residents in the state
as late as 1960, by the early 1990s, they accounted for more than 20 percent of the
population of "Middlewest" alone.
But the material indexes of inequality are not merely the result of relatively
recent settlement, Baker demonstrates. Mexican Americans continue to be the majority offield workers in agriculture, and in recent years more than 20,000 agricultural migrants entered Idaho annually. The agricultural industry continues to be the
major employer of Mexican Americans in Middlewest and the only sector of the
economy in which they are the majority. Second in importance is local factories,
dominated by two potato processing plants, the sugar beet factory, and several seed
companies. Although it represents an improvement over field labor, employment is
also seasonal and low paying. Mexican Americans are also disproportionately represented in the factories of Middlewest, and represent 30 percent of the local labor
force. The preponderance in agriculture and factories stands in sharp contrast to
other major occupational groupings in the city, particularly in higher paying and
more stable professional and white-collar jobs. They are 4 percent of employees at
the local hospital, 3 percent in government offices, and 2 percent of teachers. The
data clearly indicate that although a handful of individuals have assimilated and
succeeded economically, Mexican Americans remain in a clearly subordinate position as a group, experiencing rates of upward social mobility far below those predicted by pluralist models. Even Mexican Americans ofthe second and third generation
have achieved little upward mobility, and many continue to work in the fields.
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Baker argues that a key to understanding the limited upward mobility is the
dominant Anglo community, which is simultaneously imbued withassimilationist
premises about opportunities for upward mobility while bounded by ideological
racism. It has created a set of negative ideas about Mexican Americans which permit
it "to establish a social reality that accepts as fact the idea that in America everyone
has an equal opportunity to succeed and that economic failure is the consequence of
individual and cultural deficiencies of the Mexican American community" (p. 19). It
permits Anglos to sustain a "social system that implied that Mexican Americans are
inferior to Anglos" (p. vii). The social system is reinforced by a belief system
among Anglos that Mexicans are welfare loafers, gang members, drug users, and
unfriendly. In contrast to many recent sociological examinations, Baker's investigations found that Anglo attitudes do not vary substantially by occupation or class,
and that negative stereotypes extend even to settled Mexican Americans of the
second and third generations.
The negative Anglo ideology is reinforced in the dominant media, particularly
local newspapers and television, which seek to transform putative social conditions
into social problems, such as portraying crack cocaine in the cities as a deficiency
among Mexicans in small communities like Middlewest. Thus the ideology of the
"Mexican Problem," as portrayed by social scientists in the early twentieth century, continues to exert an important influence. Baker demonstrates the pervasiveness of such bias in the local newspaper, as when it mentions crime in 15 percent of
its articles on Anglos, compared with 75 percent of its columns on Mexican Americans.
Baker details similar ideological biases in ethnographic details, such as an
acknowledgement by three of the five Mexican American officers on the city's
police force that enforcement of the law is selective. Furthermore, they felt that
racist jokes, a pervasive feature of their work environment, were used by Anglo
officers to keep them in place. Similar ideological patterns appear in other local
institutions, including the public school system.
Given that Los Dos Mundos is one ofthe earliest published academic studies of
.Mexican Americans in the Pacific Northwest, it seems surprising that Baker
downplays geography and the impact of local factors. He argues that the influence
of industrialization is so pervasive that popular attitudes and behavior have become
increasingly homogeneous throughout the nation and are essentially similar. The
argument permits him to imply that the major finding in the local study of
"Middlewest" should be applicable to other settings where substantial Mexican
American communities have appeared throughout the country. A more detailed
examination of the influence of local history, geography, politics, economic and
social factors would permit a greater understanding of variations across time and
space.
Dennis N. Valdes
University ofMinnesota, Twin Cities
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When Indians Became Cowboys: Native Peoples and Cattle Ranching in the American West. By Peter Iverson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994. xxi +
266 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95)
Peter Iverson's When Indians Became Cowboys is a valuable addition to the
American Indian history library. While its primary focus is the development and
impact of Indian cattle raising, Iverson extends his discussion-and reverses the
conceit-to show the process by which cowboys have become "Indians."
Iverson begins by dismissing a popular conception that American Indian cultures were static. Rather, he portrays Indians as flexible, imaginative, and pragmatic
pioneers in their experimentation with their environment. When Europeans arrived
with their material culture, Indian communities incorporated new items without
disrupting the basic operations of society. Cattle, horses, and other European-introduced livestock were quickly integrated into existing Indian socioeconomic systems.
The author contends that cattle raising offered economic and cultural survival
through the traumatic reservation and allotment periods, particularly at the end of
the nineteenth century. Indian cowboys felt comfortable with the outdoor labor of
herding cattle from horseback and took pride in their stock. Drought, declining
markets, vacillating federal policy, and, above all, pressure to iease Indian land to
non-Indian ranchers, however, erased or minimized the gains Indian cattlemen made.
The administration of New Deal Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier brought
expansion of tribal estates, tribal cattle associations, and improved stock in tribal
herds. In spite of setbacks, by the 1950s cattle raising provided an anchor for tribal
identity and a reason to resist emigration from tribal lands, while tribal cattlemen's
associations served as rallying points against federal bureaucracy and outside pressures.
Iverson's epilogue demonstrates how much cattle raising has become a part of
Indian life from cowboy songs and dress to rodeo competition. But it also shows
how the problems Indians have faced historically-declining markets, urbanization,
pressures on the land base, and threats to a traditional way of life-are now arrayed
against non-Indian cattlemen.
This is a thought provoking book that shakes stereotypical views of Indians.
Historians will appreciate Iverson's incorporation of tribally-specific studies into
his broader perspective, while general readers will find his prose and presentation
engaging and informative. This reviewer was disappointed that a century of cattle
raising among the many tribes of the Indian Territory received only five pages of
text. Those interested in the Northern Plains tribes and the Navajos, Tohono
O'odhams, and San Carlos and White Mountain Apaches, however, will be pleased
with Iverson's well-organized coverage.
Mary Jane Warde
Stillwater, Oklahoma
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Vida I Sucesos de La Monja Alferez: Autobiografia atribuida a Dona Catalina. Edited
by Rima de Vall bona. (Tempe, Arizona: Center for Latin American Studies, 1993.
236 pp. Illustrations, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography. $30.00 cloth, $25.00
paper.)
Enraged at the beating she had received from a professed nun, the young novice
Catalina de Erauso in 1600 fled the convent of San Sebastian el Antiguo in Guipuzcoa,
Spain. She clothed herself as a man upon her escape, and maintaining her disguise,
worked in a variety of occupations before obtaining a position on a ship sailing to
the Americas. Continuing her charade, she traveled from Panama to Chile and lived
out adventures reminiscent of a picaresque novel. In the nineteen years of her life as
a man recounted in her autobiography, she fought in duels, loved women unaware of
her true identity, and accidentally killed her own brother. Returning to Spain, she
obtained from the king a pension for her years of military service. In Rome, she met
with Pope Urban VIII, who permitted her to continue dressing as a man
"encargandome la prosecucion honesta en adelante, i la abstinencia en ofender al
proximo, temiendo la ulcion de Dios sobre su mandamiento..." (p. 123). The
fascinating story of the nun ensign has become the subject of poetry and plays, and
Rima de Vallbona's work utilizes historical and literary analysis to determine where
truth and fiction converge.
Vallbona's study offers a comprehensive guide to the myth-laden landscape
that after several centuries now surrounds the autobiography of Catalina de Erauso.
The current volume employs the text of the only known manuscript, a copy of the
original made by Juan Bautista Munoz of Seville in 1784. It also includes the footnotes from Joaquin Maria Ferrer's 1829 edition, as well as appendices that make
reference to an original. Given that the original document upon which the 1784
manuscript is based has not been found, Vall bona undertakes to determine the veracity of this fantastic story by documenting the events which Erauso records. Her
study is straightforward, examining archival records, manuscripts, and rare books
relating to the case of Catalina de Erauso. Although Vall bona finds that the names of
historical personages are in several instances somewhat altered and some dates
remain questionable, she establishes that the missing original was written between
1626, when Erauso visited Naples and 1784, the year of Munoz's copy. A literary
analysis of the text substantiates that "Ia narradora esta muy cerca de las
personalidades de la epoca y se ha codeado con elias" (p. 15). Vall bona concedes that
without the original manuscript, however, it is impossible to definitively establish
whether this is indeed the autobiography of Catalina de Erauso. The text is nonetheless compelling, and Vall bona's careful examination of the documents surrounding
this tremendous account is a noteworthy contribution to gender studies as well as to
the histories of colonial Latin America and Spain.
Martina E. Will
University ofNew Mexico
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Navajo Country: A Geology and Natural History a/the Four Corners Region. By
Donald L. Baars. (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 1995. xii + 255pp.
Illustrations, maps, tables, charts, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95
paper.)
Donald Baars has produced a magnificent layman's guide to the geology and
geomorphology of the area traditionally known as Navajoland. He forwards the text
with a challenge to present an understanding of "the natural relationship between
the character of the lands and the present-day Navajo way ofIife." To this end, the
author carefully weaves the legends and traditions of the Navajo into the geologic
history and the natural formations of their homeland.
Navajo Country, the third in a series of books by Donald L. Baars on the
Colorado Plateau, concentrates on the southern subdivision that has been labeled as
the "Navajo Section." Extensive coverage is provided on dramatic landforms such as
the Chuska Mountains, Canyon de Chelly, Monument Valley, Shiprock, and the San
Juan Goosenecks, without ignoring the less-pronounced features like the San Juan
and Black Mesa basins, as well as the extensive north-south trending monoclines
that stretch across the Navajo desert.
The book provides a very readable passage through geologic time. Beginning
with the Pre-Cambrian era, Baars then whisks us through the normally complex
layers of Paleozoic and Mesozoic time with catchy chapter titles such as "Foundation Rocks," "Red Beds Inherit the Earth," and "Enter Sand: The Jurassic System."
Each chapter on geologic chronology demonstrates great effort by the author to
place geologic jargon and process into an understandable language for readers who
are not trained in the field of geology. Many graphics and photos are provided to
complement the text, including a series of maps showing subsurface thickness of
strata that may have been more effectively displayed as a series of cross-sections
(such as the Jurassic era graphic on page 59).
Baars anticipates well the reader's needs. Just as I was completing the last
phase of geologic time and sensing that the book would be an excellent complement
to a highway geology map or book, the author selects and narrates several scenic
drives along the Chuska Mountains. He takes the reader through Monument Valley,
on raft floats through the Goosenecks of the San Juan River, and past the geologic
wonders of Marble and Grand Canyons. I wish Baars had extended this approach
beyond the most marketable tourist attractions to include lesser known routes
through the geologically rich environments of the San Juan and Black Mesa basins.
The author began his career as an economic geologist in the Four Corners area
and he completes this book with several sections about oil, gas, coal, and uranium.
Unfortunately, he avoids including any environmental issues affecting the Navajo as
a result of these extractive enterprises. As a geographer, I was delighted by the
inclusion in the appendix of an extensive identification of place names that range far
beyond the areal coverage of this book. The information-laden paperback is wisely
printed in a size that will fit handily into an automobile glove compartment. I
strongly recommend it as your travel companion on your trips through the land of
the Navajo.
Jerry L. Williams
University o/New Mexico
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Great Excavations: Tales ofEarly Southwestern Archaeology, 1888-1939. By Melinda
Elliott. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: School of American Research, 1995. ix + 25J pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $20.00
paper.)

The half century of southwestern archaeological excavations described here
extend from Cliff Palace on Mesa Verde, in Colorado, when field techniques were
rudimentary, to Awatovi, a pre- and post-historic Hopi town in Arizona, when
many sophisticated aids to research had been developed. In between, Elliott tells of
the work at Pecos Pueblo, Aztec Ruin, the Zuni town ofHawikuh, Chaco Canyon's
Pueblo Bonito, all in New Mexico; Snaketown, the huge Hohokam site in southern
Arizona; and the Rainbow Bridge-Monument Valley Expedition to the Tsegi Canyon area of northern Arizona. Through these examples the history and growth of
southwestern archaeology is clearly recounted and the changing questions that motivated these pioneer workers are described. Even the earliest of these excavations
was not "pot hunting" but a serious, if crude, effort to understand the past. In the
beginning far more emphasis was on securing museum-quality specimens and less
on record keeping than was respectable later. The geographical and temporal range
of excavations chosen by Elliott superbly illustrate the great variety of problems
and approaches that have characterized southwestern archaeology. Elliott's earlier
history of the School of American Research in Santa Fe adequately supplements
this current volume.
Besides the fieldwork in Great Excavations we are treated to sketches of the
many fascinating people who did the work, including the Wetherills, Alfred V. Kidder, Earl Morris, Frederick W. Hodge, Neil Judd, Emil W. Haury, and John O. Brew.
Elliott has drawn on both published reports and extensive interviews with archaeologists. To my knowledge, this volume is scrupulously accurate with respect to
both the archaeology and the archaeologists. Written for the nonspecialist and providing an armchair tour of fifty years of field research, it also skillfully reports the
gradual increase in understanding of the Southwest's past. By intent, Elliott does
not attempt to update information and interpretation for these sites. This would
require another volume and the interested·reader can turn to many recent publications for that information. A generous number of illustrations make vivid "the way
it was."
The change from the adventure and romance that accompanied nineteenthcentury archaeology to the scientific approach of this century was in large part
accomplished by the dedicated field workers whose great excavations are reported
here. This volume is a valuable contribution to intellectual and scientific history as
well as a fascinating and readable story.
Richard B. Woodbury
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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Tejano Religion and Ethnicity: San Antonio. 1821-1860. By Timothy
M. Matovina. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995. xi + 168 pp. Notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
River of Traps: A Village Life. By William de Buys and Alex Harris. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996. 238 pp. Illustrations.
$24.95 paper.) Reprint of 1990 edition.
The Alamo Remembered: Tejano Accounts and Perspectives. By Timothy M. Matovina. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995. xii + 146 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00 cloth, $10.95 paper.)
Trickster in the Land of Dreams. By Zeese Papanikolas. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995. x + 184 pp. Notes, index. $22.50.)
The New Latin American Mission History. Edited by Erick Langer and
Robert H. Jackson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995. xviii +
212 pp. Maps, charts, tables, notes, index. $35.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
Spanish Expeditions into Texas, 1689-1768. By William C. Foster. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995. x + 339 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Desert Lawmen: The High Sheriffs of New Mexico and Arizona.
1846-1912. By Larry D. Ball. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1992. xii + 414 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Cesar Chavez: A Triumph ofSpirit. By Richard Griswold del Castillo and
Richard A. Garcia. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xvii +
206 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
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The Mexican Earth. By Todd Downing. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996. xiii + 366 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index.
$16.95 paper.)
Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization: The Impact of the
Mission System on California Indians. By Robert H. Jackson and Edward Castillo. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995. vii
+ 214 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography,
index. $32.50.)
Where Cultures Meet: Frontiers in Latin American History. Edited by
David J. Weber and Jane M. Rausch. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly
Resources, Inc., 1994. xli + 233 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $40.00
cloth, $16.95 paper.)
The Covenants with Earth and Rain: Exchange, Sacrifice, and Revelation in Mixtec Sociality. By John Monaghan. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1995. xvi + 394 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables,
notes, bibliography, index. $42.95.)
El Milagro and Other Stories. By Patricia Preciado Martin. (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1996. xiv + 93 pp. Notes. $22.95 cloth, $9.95
paper.)
Orioles, Blackbirds, and Their Kin: A Natural History. By Alexander F.
Skutch. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. xiii + 291 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $21.95 paper.)
Head and Face Masks in Navaho Ceremonialism. By Berard Haile. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1996. xxii + 126 pp. Illustrations,
appendixes, notes. $15.95 paper.)
Kingdom on the Mississippi Revisited: Nauvoo in Mormon History. Edited by Roger D. Launius and John E. Hallwas. (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1996. vii + 282 pp. Tables, notes, bibliography, index. $36.50
cloth, $16.95 paper.)
The Social Dynamics of Pottery Style in the Early Puebloan Southwest.
By Michelle Hegmon. (Cortez, Colorado: Crow Canyon Archaeological
Center, 1995. Distributed by the University of Ariz.ona Press, Tucson.
xvii + 272 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography.
$22.95 paper.)
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Inside an American Concentration Camp: Japanese American Resistance at Poston, Arizona. By Richard S. Nishimoto. Edited by Lane Ryo
Hirabayashi. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995. Ivi + 262 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, notes, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
Early Days in Texas: A Trip to Heaven and Hell. By Jim McIntire. Edited
by Robert K. DeArment. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992.
184 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.)
Drawing the Borderline: Artist-Explorers of the U.S.-Mexico Boundary Survey. (Albuquerque, New Mexico: The Albuquerque Museum, 1996.
xi+ 156 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes. $29.95 paper. Accompanying volume to exhibition of same name.)
Blood and Treasure: Confederate Empire in the Southwest. By Donald
S. Frazier. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1995. xiii + 361
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Latin America Male Homosexualities. Edited by Stephen O. Murray.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995. xvi + 304 pp. Tables,
notes, bibliography. $45.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)
Ceramic Production in the American Southwest. Edited by Barbara J.
Mills, and Patricia L. Crown. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995.
viii + 312 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $45.00.)
The Osage and the Invisible World: From the Works of Francis La
Flesche. Edited by Garrick A. Bailey. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1995. xiv + 323 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Arizona's Yesterday. By John H. Cady. Edited by Basil Dillon Woon.
(Tucson, Arizona:Adobe Corral, Weste~ners International, 1995. xxvii +
120 pp. Illustrations, notes. $15.00 cloth, $10.00 paper.)
.

Call for Papers
Western History Association
37th Annual Conference
October 15-18, 1997
St. Paul, Minnesota

Western Visions:
Many Voices, Many Landscapes
The Program Committee for the 1997 meeting of the Western
History Association requests proposals for papers and sessions on all
aspects ofwestern history. In keeping with the mission ofthe WHA,
the committee seeks to embrace a wide definition of the West and
looks for submissions from the region's many constituencies. We
especially welcome panels and papers that give voice to the varied
cultural experiences and differing perceptions of the West through
time, across race, class, and gender boundaries and in the context of
social and intellectual as well as geographic landscapes. We
encourage proposals that reflect the diversity of thought that
informs western history and those persons involved in its pursuit.
Western agricultural life, military experience, concerns of people of
color, environmental matters, comparative studies, and international
issues are of particular interest for this conference, which meets on
the cusp of the American\Canadian border.
A brief two-page summary of prospective papers, with participants'
names, addresses and telephone numbers, and a short paragraph on
each presenter, chair, and commentator could be useful. The
committee will assume that all those whose names appear in the
proposals have agreed to participate. The committee especially
invites individuals-professors, public historians, independent
scholars, or graduate students-who do not have a full session
organized to submit proposals for consideration.
Proposals should be sent by 1 September 1996 to committee cochair:
Anne M. Butler, Department of History, Utah State University,
Logan, Utah 84322-0710; (801) 797-1301; fax (801) 797-3899.
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Call for Papers. The Southern Association for Women Historians
invites proposals for the fourth Southern Conference on Women's History to be held 12-14 June 1997, at The College of Charleston in South
Carolina. The conference provides a forum for the delivery of presentations and the exchange of ideas relating to all aspects of women's history. It seeks to reflect the best in recent scholarship, especially by
young scholars and graduate students. It also seeks to reflect the diversity of women's experiences and to document the history of women from
a wide variety of racial, class, and ethnic backgrounds. This call for
papers includes proposals for individual papers and complete sessions
as well.as panel discussions, roundtables, and media presentations. Each
proposal, whether for individual papers or panels, should include two
copies of a one- or two-page synopsis and a brief curriculum vitae for
each participant. Those interested in chairing sessions or commenting
on papers are also invited to forward a c. v, Although the conference is
regionally based, proposals from all parts of the country are welcome.
Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope or postcard to ensure notification of receipt by the program committee, Proposals should
be submitted to Professor Jane Turner Censer IDepartment of History I
MSN3G 1 IGeorge Mason University IFairfax, VA 22030-4444 ITelephone
(703) 993-1250. Proposal deadline is 15 September 1996,
The papers of two American Indian Movement (AIM) activists are
now' available for research. The papers of Kay Cole and Robert E.
Robideau are housed at the Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico. Call Beth Silbergleit at (505) 2770060 for further information.
The William P." Clements Center for Southwest Stud'ies at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, will hold its inaugural symposium on 11-12 October 1996. Entitled "The American Southwest-Old
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Horizons, New Vistas," the symposium's speakers will include William
H. Goetzmann, Ram6n Gutierrez, Patricia Nelson Limerick, and William
Reese. The Clements Center offers an annual fellowship to encourage
broader and more extensive use of the special collections at DeGolyer
Library, Southern Methodist University. The DeGolyer Library consists
of nearly 100,000 titles, 300,000 photographs, and approximately 4,000
linear feet of archival materials pertaining to the trans-Mississippi West,
the Spanish Borderlands, and the history of transportation (especially
railroads). This collection represents one of the best of its type in the
nation. Deadlines for applications: 15 March and 15 September; awards
announced 1 April and 1 October. For further information, please contact: Jane Elder, Associate Director IClements Center for Southwest Studies ISouthern Methodist University /Dallas, TX 75275-0176 ITelephone
(214) 768-3684 IFax: (214) 768-4129 Ie-mail: swcenter@mail.smu.edu
The Clements Center welcomes applications for two research fellowships: 1) the Clements Research Fellowship in Southwestern Studies, in
any field in the humanities or social sciences from individuals doing
research on the American Southwest, broadly conceived; 2) the
Summerlee Research Fellowship, specifically in the field of Texas history. The fellowship holders would be expected to spend the 1997-98
academic year at SMU, as Research Fellows of the Clements Center. The
fellowships are designed to provide time for senior or junior scholars to
bring book-length manuscripts to completion. The Research Fellows
will each be expected to teach one course during the two-semester duration of the fellowship and participate in Center activities. The Research
Fellows will each receive the support of the Center, access to the extraordinary holdings of the DeGolyer Library, and a subvention toward
publication of their books. Each fellowship carries a stipend of $30,000
and modest allowance for research and travel expenses. Applicants should
send a vita, a description of their research project, a sample chapter or
extract, and three letters of reference from persons who can assess the
significance of the proposal and the scholarship record ofthe applicant.
Send applications to David J. Weber, Director IClements Center for Southwest Studies IDepartment of History ISMU, Dallas, TX 75275. Application must be received by 15 January 1997. The award will be announced
on I March 1997.
The Montana Historical Society Foundation announces an effort to
preserve our nation's best preserved gold mining town, a historic site
comprised of Virginia City and Nevada City, Montana. The site is at risk
of being sold piecemeal to private investors, possibly destroying a valuable piece of our past. Fred Bovey, who inherited the property from
Charles and Sue Bovey, has recently agreed to allow visitors to tour the
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site again this summer, but without your support, this could be the last
time. Last session, the Montana State Legislature recognized the importance of saving this site, but failed due to a dispute over how to fund it.
We would like to encourage the Montana State Legislature to work out a
solution that best suits the needs of Virginia City and Nevada City and
preserves our national history for all of us. There are several ways you
can voice your support. For further information on how you can help
please contact Thomas Cook, Development Director IMontana Historical Society Foundation IP.O. Box 863 IHelena, MT 59624 ITelephone
(406) 449-3770. Additional information is available on website address:
http://l61.7.104.170
The National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
hosted the Prix de West Invitational Exhibition and Sale opening 7-8
June 1996. The exhibition features the finest in contemporary western
art, including wildlife art. More than 200 works by eighty-four western
artists from the United States and Canada will be on display. Among
these artists are sculptors Gerald Balciar, Richard Greeves, and Grant
Speed and painters William Acheff, Bob Kuhn, Tom Lovell, James
Reynolds, Kenneth Riley, Morris Rippel, Lowell E. Smith, Tucker Smith,
Howard Terpning, Jim Wilcox, and Wayne Wolfe. The exhibition remains
on display through 15 September 1996. Unsold works of art may be purchased throughout the show's run. For further information call the National Cowboy Hall of Fame at(405) 478-2250, Ext. 218.
Biography: An Interdisciplinary Quarterly invites submissions for
its Twentieth Anniversary issues, to appear in 1997. Though articles on
any theoretical, generic, historical, or cultural aspect of lifewriting are
welcome, the editors are especially interested in essays that extend the
range of biography, autobiography, hagiography, oral and group history
into other fields and disciplines-multicultural studies, frontier history,
immigrant and Native American narratives, history of social science,
science and technology, medicine, law, and other social institutions, as
well as film theory, marketing, and media studies, or other suitable frame.
Manuscripts should be between 2,500 and 7,500 words in length, though
shorter and longer essays are occasionally published. Please submit
two copies ofthe manuscript. Since Biography has a double-blind submission policy, the author's name should not appear anywhere on either
copy, but in the cover letter. Decisions about publication will be announced within three months, and comments are provided for all essays
received. Send submissions to the Center for Biographical Research I
Department of English /1733 Donaghho Road IUniversity of Hawaii at

